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Summary
The topic of EReg’s Topic Group X was Driving Licence Tourism. Representatives of nine member
organizations of EReg participated in the meetings of the Topic Group, and additionally a few reading
members took part in the work of the group.
The term Driving Licence Tourism describes a phenomenon that drivers or prospective drivers, for
obtaining a driving licence, go to a Member State other than their state of normal residence. There are
several possible reasons behind the phenomenon. The Topic Group identified 15 possible problems
causing Driving Licence Tourism. The problems are emerged mainly because of different
requirements, practices and procedures in the Member States. The problems are listed in chapter 4.
The Topic Group also submitted a questionnaire to all EReg members to find out the prevailing
practices and factors behind Driving Licence Tourism. Thirteen members of EReg answered the
questionnaire. The detailed answers by countries are presented in the appendix 1 of this report.
Based on the answers to the questionnaire and the detailed discussions in the meetings, the Topic
Group agreed on 28 recommendations and remarks in order to prevent driving licence tourism.
Harmonization of certain national requirements comes up in many of the recommendations, issues
being e.g. driver training, penalty point systems and health of the drivers. Especially two terms that are
used in the 3rd Driving Licence Directive, permanent residence and reasonable grounds, seem to
cause problems for the Member States, therefore the recommendations give out ideas to help
establishing them the same way in all the Member States. Additionally, in preventing driving licence
tourism a lot of faith is put on the upcoming RESPER (the network for exchanging driving licence
information between the Member States).
A summary of all the recommendations and remarks is listed in chapter 5. The ideas behind each
recommendation and remark are explained in the subchapters of chapter 4.
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1. EReg
EReg is the Association of European Vehicle and Driver Registration Authorities. It is a European
co-operation dealing with subjects concerning registration and documentation of vehicles and drivers.
The structure of EReg includes a Plenary Board, a Chairman, a Secretariat, an Advisory Group and
several Topic Groups. Currently, RDW in the Netherlands fulfils the chairmanship of EReg for a period
of three years.
At the moment the Association has 27 members in Europe: Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia,
Finland, France, Germany, Gibraltar, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Isle of Man, Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Northern Ireland, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Sweden, Switzerland and United Kingdom. Members have the legal status of central vehicle
registration or driver registration authority in their country.
The main objective of EReg is to bring together the European Registration Authorities to be able to:
1. Share knowledge, experience and good practices
2. Identify, follow and influence European developments and regulations
3. Take initiatives aimed at improving the performance of tasks by the members as European
partners
4. Establish exchange and cooperation arrangements with relevant other parties
5. Promote effective and efficient data exchange
The members of EReg work together on several important subjects in the EReg Topic Groups. Since
autumn 2008 there has been ten Topic Groups, namely:
I. International data exchange
II. Re-registration of vehicle within the EU
III. Vehicle end of life directive (2000/53/EC)
IV. Harmonisation of commercial plates
V. Smart (card) vehicle documents
VI. Vehicle registration procedures - vehicle registration to the internet
VII. 3rd directive on driving licences
VIII.
Smart card driving license - technical chip standards
IX. CO2 Data monitoring
X. Driving licence tourism
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2. Framework and goals of Topic Group X
2.1. Framework
The European Union has issued three directives for driving licences in order to improve road safety
and to facilitate free movement of citizens between Member States. In the directives there has been
1
introduced a Community model driving licence that is mutually recognised by all MS without any
obligation to exchange.
The first directive was issued in December 1980 (Council Directive 80/1263/EEC). The 2nd Directive
91/439/EEC from July 1991 was amended several times. Finally, Directive 2006/126/CE was
completed in December 2006, known as the 3rd Directive. MS shall adopt and publish by 19th
January 2011 the laws, regulations and administrative provisions necessary to comply with the 3rd
Directive. Those provisions shall be applied as from 19th January 2013.
The Topic Group VII of EReg covered the 3rd Directive on Driving Licences. The focus was on the
intended implementation of the Directive. The final report of the Topic Group VII can be found at EReg
website. One of the recommendations of Topic Group VII was to set up a new Topic Group for
analyzing in more details a phenomenon called “Driving Licence Tourism”.
The term Driving Licence Tourism describes a phenomenon that drivers or prospective drivers, for
obtaining a driving licence, go to a MS other than their state of “normal residence”. The reason for this
could be
a) when drivers who had to hand in their driving licence to the authorities after a serious offence,
obtain a new driving licence in another MS, which has then to be recognised also in their state of
“normal residence”,
b) different procedures (e.g. lower examination requirements, costs or health requirements),
c) people with a third country driving licence exchange their driving licence in another EU country
because the EU country of residence will not exchange their third country driving licence,
d) obtaining more than one valid driving licence in different MS (e.g. for residential reasons).
2

The RESPER network for exchanging driving licence information between MS will help with fighting
against driving licence tourism, but it will not solve all the problems. The implementation of RESPER is
planned for year 2012. However, most likely the implementation will happen at different times in
various MS.

2.2. Goals
The goals of the Topic Group X were to
1. Define the phenomenon Driving Licence Tourism
2. Define the most important and frequent problems
3. Find out the extent and prevailing practices of driving licence tourism
4. Suggest practical measures to prevent driving licence tourism within present regulation
5. Suggest new/changed regulation that would prevent and/or set aside the incentives for driving
licence tourism behaviour

1 MS = Member State
2 RESPER = RESeau PERmis de conduire
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3. Participants, meetings and working methods
3.1. Participants
Nine member organizations of EReg participated in the work of Topic Group X:
1. Sweden, Swedish Transport Agency (Birgit Sääv and Sven Hultman)
2. Germany, Kraftfahrt-Bundesamt (Carsten Schröder)
3. Lithuania, Regitra (Saulius Suminas and Saulius Sciuplys)
4. Estonia, Estonian Road Administration (Heikki Käo)
5. Netherlands, RDW (Johan Boxma and Christien Jonker)
6. Norway, Norwegian Public Roads Administration (Jan E Isachen and Kirsti Bjornaas)
7. United Kingdom, Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency (Dean Lewis)
8. France, French Secure Documents Agency (Pierre Orzag)
9. Finland, Finnish Transport Safety Agency (Marita Löytty) and additionally, as the issuing
authority of driving licences, National Police Board, Licence Administration (Kimmo Pylväs)
In addition, the Topic Group had other reading members
1. Belgium, Service Public Fédéral, Mobilite et transports
2. Gibraltar, Department of Transport Motor Vehicle Test Centre
3. Switzerland, Federal Roads Office
4. Hungary, Central Office for Administrative and Electronic Public Services
The Topic Group was chaired by Mrs. Birgit Sääv (Swedish Transport Agency). Mrs. Marita Löytty
(Finnish Transport Safety Agency) was the secretary and co-chairman of the Topic Group.

3.2. Meetings
The Topic Group participants got together three times:
1. Gibraltar hosted the first meeting, which was also the last meeting of Topic Group VII on the
3rd Directive on driving licences. The meeting took place on the 18th and 19th of May 2010.
2. The second meeting was held in Vilnius on October 21st and 22nd 2010. Lithuanian REGITRA
hosted the meeting.
3. The third and the last meeting of the Topic Group was hosted by the Dutch participants in
Amsterdam on 27th and 28th of January 2011.

3.3. Working methods
The Topic Group defined the phenomenon Driving Licence Tourism and discussed possible factors
behind it. Based on these discussions the Topic Group prepared a questionnaire on the issue for all
EReg members. The questionnaire was distributed in June 2010. Altogether thirteen answers were
received by autumn 2010.
The answers to the questionnaire were analyzed and discussed. Based on the answers the Topic
Group found out shared problems within the issue, discussed possible solutions for the problems and
agreed on recommendations for the final report.
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4. Common problems, recommendations and remarks
The Topic Group identified 16 problems within driving licence tourism in its first meeting in May 2010.
Two of the problems were combined later on, therefore the amount of problems was eventually 15.
The problems were used as a structure for the later work of the Topic Group.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Different training requirements
Different examination requirements
Different costs
Different age requirements
Different health requirements
Different renewal periods and renewal requirements for elderly drivers
Different requirements for ensuring that abuse, dependency or unreliability regarding sobriety
is not at hand
Different routines for using the EU codes for adaptation of vehicles for disabled drivers
Different national codes for identical restrictions
Different requirements in MS when exchanging a foreign driving licence from 3rd country and
different practices on recording the country code
Different penalty point systems
Different sanctions as a consequence of the same kind of traffic offences
Different sanctions when exchanging the driving licence on false grounds
Indistinct EC-rules regarding permanent residence
Non-existent common definition of reasonable grounds

4.1. General
In most (77 %) of the thirteen countries that answered the questionnaire, the exchange of driving
licence is centralized, but several regional offices are in charge of it (see question number 2 in
appendix 1). The national organizations which are responsible for exchanging driving licences are
listed in the question number 1 (appendix 1).
The statistics that are available on driving licence exchange vary a lot from one MS to another. Some
MS have detailed statistics on the amount of exchanges by original countries and even on the amount
of contacts with the original country in question. Appendix 2 contains the statistics of the exchanged
driving licences by countries in Europe in year 2009. National statistics on the exchanged third country
driving licences are so rare that no table of those is presented in this final report.
The questionnaire contained a question about the problems the EReg members have faced within
driving licence exchange. The respondents were also asked to share possible solutions for the
problems. The problems varied from forged third country driving licences to difficulties in receiving
answers from some MS. For the detailed answers see question number 4 in appendix 1.
Majority (77 %) of the MS that answered the questionnaire use the possibility to deny driving licence
exchange. For detailed information see question number 8 in appendix 1.
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4.2. Identity checks
Originally the identity checks were not considered to be a relevant problem causing driving licence
tourism, but nevertheless the importance of the identity checks in every step of the driving licence
process needs to be emphasized. A valid and official ID (identity) document with a photograph is
extremely important especially at the exchange of a driving licence.
With driving licence exchanges there has been identified some identity frauds in Europe. There are no
actual figures of the frauds, but a few distinct examples were shared in the Topic Group meetings.
Also some driving tests have been taking for another person.
Since a requirement to prove identity is missing from the 3rd Driving Licence Directive, the Topic
Group agreed on a recommendation to all the MS.

Recommendations and remarks:
-

All MS should have in their national legislation a requirement for the applicant to prove his/her
identity with a valid and official ID document showing the photograph in every step of the
driving licensing process (including the driving exam).

4.3. Different training requirements
Low level of driver training requirements in some MS may cause problems for traffic safety in Europe.
Different driver training requirements may also cause driving licence tourism. There is variation e.g. in
the initial driver training between MS.
In Europe several countries have adopted second phase in their initial driver training. At least Estonia,
Luxemburg, Switzerland, Austria and Finland have an obligatory second phase in their national driver
training. There is also to be seen a trend that more and more European countries are going to apply
obligatory second phase training into their driver training curriculum.

A possible ground for driving licence tourism / an example from Finland:
In Finland the applicant receives a short term driving licence after the first phase of driver
training and after the exam. The short term licence is valid for 2 years. It is a normal, full EU
driving licence without any provisions except the restricted validity period.
Earliest 6 months, latest within 2 years after the issue of the licence the driver needs to
attend the obligatory second phase of driver training. After the training, but earliest 6 months
before the validity of the short term licence is ending, the applicant receives a permanent
driving licence, which is valid until 70 years of age.
The permanent driving licence is issued earliest 6 months before the validity of the short
term licence ends, because the holders of a short term driving licence have stricter
surveillance for traffic offences – the stricter surveillance period needs to last at least for 1.5
years.
If the holder of a short term licence wants to avoid taking the second phase training (which
costs about 500 €), he may go to another MS to exchange his short term licence into a
permanent EU driving licence. The short term licence is exchangeable, because it is a full EU
driving licence. The other MS would not know about the original requirement for second phase
training. In Finland it has been found out that a few drivers have applied for a driving licence
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exchange in Estonia (for a “normal” EU driving licence) to avoid taking the second phase of
training.

Recommendations and remarks:
-

Different driver training requirements may create a ground for driving licence tourism (see the
example from Finland).

-

Harmonization of the training requirements should be a long term goal for the 4 Driving
Licence Directive. The driver examination requirements and the minimum requirements for
the driving examiners have already been harmonized (ref. the Driving Licence Directives).

-

CIECA should be informed about the issue. It would be the right organization to come up
with possible solutions.

th

3

4.4. Different examination requirements
The examination requirements for both theoretical and practical tests have already been harmonized
in the Driving Licences Directives. However, there is still variation in the examination procedures and
the pass/fail-standards of the exams. The national exams reflect the whole driver training and
examination curriculum of each MS. Therefore, different examination requirements may be a reason
for driving licence tourism, but to solve the problem of driving licence tourism we have to look at
different problems and measures against it first (e.g. establishing normal residence and the so-called
185-day-rule).

4.5. Different costs
Different costs for obtaining a driving licence may be a ground for driving licence tourism. The
questionnaire did not include any questions on the costs. However, it is known that at least the costs
of the driver training and the exam vary a lot from one MS to another. In most of the countries the
customer also pays a fee for the manufacturing of the actual driving licence, and possibly also some
other fees to the authorities, but these fees are usually a minor part of the total costs.
If the minimum requirements for initial driver training were harmonized (as proposed in 4.2.), the costs
of the training would most likely still vary from one MS to another, but at least it would not be a
problem for traffic safety any more, if all the drivers in within EU had received the same high level of
initial driver training.

Recommendations and remarks:
-

Different costs would not be a problem threatening traffic safety through driving licence
tourism, if the minimum requirements for driver training were harmonized.

3 CIECA = the International Commission for Driver Testing
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4.6. Different age requirements
Different age requirements are not a major problem causing driving licence tourism. However, the
logic with the age requirements is not consistent in the 3rd Driving Licence Directive. MS may raise or
lower the minimum age limit in some licence categories for issuing a driving licence. However, for some
licence categories it is possible only to raise the minimum age limit, as for some categories it is possible
only to lower the minimum age limit.

Recommendations and remarks:
-

For the next driving licence directives the logic with the minimum age requirements should be
the same for all licence categories. The Directive should start on the upper boundary (like for
category B in the 3rd Driving Licence Directive) and let the MS decide on possible lower age
requirements.

4.7. Different health requirements
Driving Licence Directive sets the minimum standards for national health requirements for obtaining a
driving licence. Each MS may apply stricter health requirements in their own jurisdiction.
The practices to ensure that the driver meets the minimum health requirements at the first issue and
then continuingly throughout his driving career are not homogeneous in EU. Some MS rely on doctors
to inform the driving licence authorities about drivers’ health issues. Some MS use self-declarations.
In question number 27 (appendix 1) is detailed information about the national health requirements and
medical procedures when a person is applying for his first driving licence.
Almost half (46 %) of the countries shorten the validity of a driving licence because of medical reasons
(e.g. because of a progressive disease; for details see question number 28 in appendix 1).
Free movement within EU makes it possible for citizens to look for a country with lower driving licence
health requirements (than in the original country of residence). However, driving licence issue requires
the change of permanent residence.
At the moment there is not much to be done with different national health requirements at the issue of
the first driving licence. Each MS needs to live with the fact that the requirements vary from one MS to
another. Nevertheless, the Topic Group discussed about harmonizing further the health requirements
(e.g. in the 4th Driving Licence Directive).

Recommendations and remarks:
-

As there are national codes for health issues in use, at driving licence exchange it would be
good to know all the national codes that MS are using for them. Therefore, the national codes
should be listed in a common website, e.g. EReg website.

-

In the long run a possibility to harmonize further the health requirements should be at least
discussed and analyzed. As the work of the Driving Licence Committee in ongoing and the
health requirements are in the 3rd Annex of the 3rd Driving Licence Directive, the Annex
could be updated earlier than waiting for the future 4th Driving Licence Directive.
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4.8. Different renewal periods and renewal requirements for elderly
drivers
Different renewal periods of the driving licence for elderly drivers were considered not to be a relevant
problem causing driving licence tourism.
Different renewal requirements of the driving licence for elderly drivers were discussed under the
general health requirements. However, the major problematic factor in this issue is that some MS
require doctor’s certificate for the renewal of the licence and some MS rely on the driver’s selfdeclaration.

Recommendations and remarks:
-

It is suggested that the procedures to establish meeting the requirements should be
harmonized in the future. However, the suggestion is not unanimous.

4.9. Different requirements for ensuring that abuse, dependency or
unreliability regarding sobriety is not at hand
The questionnaire did not include any question about the requirements for ensuring that abuse,
dependency or unreliability regarding sobriety is not at hand. However, there are big differences in
4
sanctions and consequences for a DUI offence in various MS. As a result, a driver who has lost or is
about to lose his driving licence in one MS because of alcohol issues, may go to another MS to apply
for a new driving licence.
The sanctions and other consequences for a DUI offence by countries are explained in question
number 19 in appendix 1.

A possible ground for driving licence tourism / an example from Finland:
In Finland the driving licence authority (the police) receives information about alcohol
abuse (e.g. if the person has been taken into custody each Friday because of alcohol issues).
The police may order the driver to submit a doctor’s certificate for proving that he/she has no
problems with alcohol.
If the person is not able to receive such a certificate in Finland, he may go e.g. to Estonia
to exchange his driving licence to an Estonian one, then driving with it in Finland and not
exchanging it to a Finnish one. Estonia would not know that the driver has been ordered to
submit a doctor’s certificate in Finland.

In EU the police does not have any information exchange about alcohol abuse issues between MS.
The information exchange is mainly about crimes only.
RESPER will have information about the driving licence sanctions for each driver. However, RESPER
will not have information on driver’s medical history, neither on the previous denials of driving licence
issue.

4 DUI = Driving Under the Influence of alcohol (or drugs)
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Recommendations and remarks:
-

It is recommended that at driving licence exchange each MS checks more regularly the
driving licence sanctions in other MS. This will be easier when RESPER is implemented.

-

The national codes used for driving licences should be in RESPER. A list of the meanings of
the national codes should also be listed on a website, e.g. on EReg’s website.

-

As a long term goal, there should be mutual recognition of disqualification in all MS.

4.10. Different routines for using the EU codes for adaptation of
vehicles for disabled drivers
Following a more detailed discussion on the issue, the Topic Group concluded that different routines
for using the EU codes for adaptation of vehicles for disabled drivers can not be considered to be a
relevant problem causing driving licence tourism.

4.11. Different national codes for identical restrictions
Although several codes that used for restrictions for certain or all driving licence categories are
harmonized in the Driving Licence Directive, still for several identical restrictions there are no
harmonized codes.
Only one third (31 %) of the countries who answered the questionnaire record the national codes of
the original driving licence into the driving licence they issue at the exchange. For detailed information
see question 8 in appendix 1.
5

E.g. alcohol interlocks have been implemented for DUI offenders in several MS, but there is no
harmonized code for the use of alcohol interlocks. The lack of a harmonized code means for example,
that a driver who has to use a vehicle equipped with an alcohol interlock (as a pre-condition for his
right to drive, shown by a national code in the driving licence) may drive in another MS with a vehicle
without an alcohol interlock, as the other MS would not know the restriction of the national code in
question. E.g. in Finland the national code for an alcohol interlock is 111, but in Sweden it is 105 and
in the Netherlands 103. Furthermore, Sweden does not allow the participants of the interlock program
to go and drive abroad, but Finland and the Netherlands do allow them to go abroad with their driving
licence.

Recommendations and remarks:
-

A short term recommendation is that all MS know each others’ national codes. The codes
should be listed on a common website, e.g. EReg website.

-

The national codes should be listed also in the Driving Licences –booklet, which is published
by the European Commission. The booklet should also be updated more frequently, e.g.
once a year, and preferably put on-line. The latest publication is from year 2005.

5 A device which prevents the vehicle starting if the driver has too much alcohol in his breath.
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-

A long term recommendation to the European Commission is that there should not be any
national codes at all. To avoid new national codes, if a MS needs a new code, it should ask
for it from the EC. If the EC issues a new code, then also other MS are able to use the same
code for identical restrictions. The national renewals of the codes would be taken care of
naturally when the driving licences are renewed.

4.12. Different requirements in MS when exchanging a foreign DL
from 3rd country and different practices on recording the country
code in these cases
There is no harmonization on which third country driving licences are exchanged in EU. The lack of
harmonization is a major factor causing driving licence tourism.
Some MS have a long list of third countries they have a bilateral agreement with for driving licence
exchange. E.g. Belgium has a bilateral agreement with almost 70 third countries, whereas Lithuania
has a bilateral agreement only with Switzerland and Sweden has an agreement only with Japan and
Switzerland.
E.g. Finland has no bilateral agreements with third countries, but it exchanges the driving licences of
all countries that are listed in the Vienna and Geneva Conventions, if some other conditions are met
(e.g. the applicant needs to have a permanent residence in Finland). Nevertheless, no exam is
required. Also Estonia exchanges the driving licences of all the countries that are listed in the Vienna
and Geneva Conventions, but the applicants have to pass theoretical and practical tests before the
exchange.
For the list of third countries the EReg members have a bilateral agreement with for driving licence
exchange, see question 5 in appendix 1. The list of agreements is not complete in regards to which
third countries are exchangeable to EReg member countries. E.g. Norway, without any bilateral
agreements, exchanges driving licences from Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, Israel, Monaco, New
Zealand, San Marino, South-Korea and USA. For countries outside the EEC they require a practical
test for the exchange. Japan and Switzerland can exchange their driving licences without a driving
test.
When (If) exchanging a driving licence received originally from a third country, over half (62 %) of the
EReg members record the MS country code on the exchanged driving licence. Only about one third
(31 %) of the countries record the original third country code on the exchanged driving licence. This
un-harmonized practice of recording the country codes is a problem for those MS which do not
exchange any third country driving licences at all or do not exchange the same third country driving
licences as the first exchanging MS in question. Answers by the countries can be seen in question
number 6 in appendix 1.
It is another issue which of the third country driving licences are valid for driving in various MS and for
how long. This issue was not included in the discussion of the Topic Group.
However, in the discussions of the Topic Group there was raised a question whether the exchange of
third country driving licences really is a big problem or not. Do we know for sure, how good is the
driving ability of drivers from third countries and if those drivers cause any relevant safety problems on
the roads of EU?
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6

A study from the Norwegian TØI states that the accident risk is higher among immigrants from nonwestern countries than for Norwegians. Men from the Middle East and Africa have an accident risk
twice as high as Norwegian men. The accident risk for women from the Middle East is twice as high as
for Norwegian women. Norway has used the results of this study to reduce their national list of the
exchangeable countries. Also the United Kingdom denies driving licence exchanges based on road
safety reasons.
7

Also Swedish VTI has made a few studies on the issue. The summaries of all the Norwegian and the
Swedish studies are in the appendix 6 of this report.
Furthermore, the MS apply different rules for issuing or exchanging a driving licence to asylum
seekers. E.g. the United Kingdom, Germany and Finland are not issuing a driving licence to the
asylum seekers who are still waiting for the decision. France issues a driving licence to the asylum
seekers. Norway issues a driving licence to asylum seekers for four years, as the process for receiving
the decision might take several years, and the seekers have a right to stay in the country.
As a conclusion, the lack of harmonization in exchanging third country driving licences is considered to
be a threat to the European driving licence and to European traffic safety. In no case it is an ethnic
issue.

Recommendations and remarks:
-

It is a shared problem that MS accept different third country driving licences for exchange.

-

Eventually, in the European Union there should not be any exchange of third country driving
licences at all.

-

For the time being, it is recommended that all MS record the codes accordingly to the driving
licences they exchange:
a) at first exchange code 70 + country code
b) at next and at all the following exchanges: code 70 + original country code
c) at exchange with full test: no code 70 for the licence category is recorded
d) code 70 is removed when passing proper testing requirements

4.13. Different penalty point systems
Some MS have a penalty point system for driving licence sanctions. Different penalty point systems or
the lack of a system may be a ground for driving licence tourism. If a driver has some penalty points
on his driving licence (in a country where there is a penalty point system in use), but the maximum
amount of points is not full yet for losing the driving licence, then the licence is still exchangeable in
other MS. The driver in question might go to another MS for exchanging the driving licence before
losing the driving licence in the original MS.
Information on penalty points and sanctions in RESPER might not affect the exchange of a driving
licence (because of the possible lack of legal instruments in the receiving MS), but at least the
6 Accident risk and traffic safety among immigrants. TØI report 988/2008.
7 Traffic safety among immigrants in Sweden. VTI report 640/2009.
The traffic safety situation among foreign born in Sweden – based on eight road user population zones. VTI
report 547A/2006.
Mobility and travel patterns among foreign-born in Swedish traffic environment. VTI report 546/2006.
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information would provide valuable statistics on the issue, which is an obvious ground for driving
licence tourism.

Recommendations and remarks:
-

In RESPER there should be a message of existing penalty points and sanctions for each
driving licence.

-

In the long run, e.g. for the 4th Driving Licence Directive, there should be a community model
for penalty points.

4.14. Different sanctions as a consequence of the same kind of
traffic offence
The MS have very different sanctions and consequences for the same kind of traffic offences.
The MS have also different ideas and definitions on the terms that are used for driving licence
sanctions (e.g. driving ban, withdrawal, suspension, revocation). As already stated in the
recommendations for 4.9., there should be a mutual recognition of disqualification in all MS.
The details of sanctions and consequences for a driver which is caught driving under the influence of
alcohol are by countries in question number 19 (appendix 1).
The answers to question number 18 (appendix 1) reveal all the sanctions that various MS apply on the
driving licence for traffic offences (e.g. withdrawal, driving ban, new exam).

Recommendations and remarks:
-

The same as in 4.9. and in 4.13.

4.15. Different procedures when exchanging the driving licence on
false grounds
The questionnaire did not include any questions of the actual sanctions when exchanging a driving
licence on false grounds. Under the problem the Topic Group mainly discussed about the cases when
a person applies for a duplicate driving licence on false grounds.

A possible ground for driving licence tourism / an example from Lithuania:
A person with a Lithuanian driving licence goes to United Kingdom and exchanges his
driving licence into an UK one. Then later back in Lithuania he claims that he has lost his
Lithuanian driving licence and applies there for a duplicate.
The exchange information from the UK would need to reach Lithuanian driving licence
authorities before the person applies for the duplicate in Lithuania.
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E.g. in Norway for a lost driving licence the applicant is first given a temporary paper (instead of an
actual duplicate), which is valid for 30 days. If the original driving licence is not found in 30 days, then
a duplicate driving licence is issued. Optionally, if the person is leaving overseas and is able to prove it
with a document, then a proper driving licence is issued at once.

Recommendations and remarks:
-

It is recommended that at driving licence exchange there needs to be more checks performed
when RESPER is available (validity of the driving licence etc.).

-

In RESPER there should be a message when the exchange process has started in one MS.

-

It is also recommended to all MS that they send the exchanged driving licence as soon as
possible back to the issuing authority in another MS.

4.16. Indistinct EC-rules regarding permanent residence
Establishing permanent residence is a fundamental problem for MS. It is also a major factor behind
driving licence tourism. So called 185-day-rule is one problem. Another problem is a situation where a
person does not live in any MS for 185 days. Indistinct EC-rules regarding permanent residence also
obstruct a citizen’s free movement in the EU.
Answers provided to question number 10 (appendix 1) give clear evidence that MS have various
practices and procedures in establishing “normal residence”.
Answers to questions 11 – 16 (appendix 1) also provide detailed information on the problematic issue
of establishing permanent residence. For example only one third (31 %) of the countries that
answered the questionnaire, have a national procedure on checking if the person has a bona fide
address (question number 11). Also only one third (31 %) of the countries act on requests from
another MS to check bona fide addresses (question number 12).
Majority (77 %) of the countries does not communicate with other MS about a case where a person
does not live in any country for 185 days (question number 15).

Recommendations and remarks:
-

Checking permanent residence requires better contacts between MS. There should be a list
of authorities or persons to contact for checking the permanent residence. It is proposed that
the EReg secretariat would maintain the list on EReg’s website.

-

Permanent residence should be established the same way in every MS. There should be a
common procedure how to establish it. It is recommended that there shall be a small working
group within EReg on the issue. Answers to question number 10 are a good base for the
work of the working group.

-

At least the 4th Driving Licence Directive should authorize MS driving licence authorities to
inquire the permanent residence of a person from other authorities for purposes of issuing a
driving licence.
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4.17. Non-existent common definition of reasonable grounds
The third Directive on Driving Licences states that “MS shall take necessary measures as regards the
issue, replacement, renewal or exchange of a driving licence to verify with other MS where there are
reasonable grounds to suspect that the applicant is already the holder of another driving licence“.
The answers to question number 29 (see appendix 1) show that most of the MS have not yet defined
“reasonable grounds”. They have different ideas on it and also difficulties in defining it. Many MS hope
for a common definition for “reasonable grounds” in the Driving Licence Directive. However, the
European Commission has announced that it is not going to give any common definition for
“reasonable grounds”. Therefore, eventually it is up to each MS to decide a national definition for it.

Recommendations and remarks:
-

As there is no common definition for reasonable grounds, it is recommended that each MS
uses a certain list of possible cases to check on. MS may have their own opinions and the
ways to establish them for a list. This list of cases is a suggestion from the RESPER Best
Practise –report.
1) Change of residence or study abroad
2) Every exchange of foreign licences (also a third country)
3) For the first renewal (administrative renewal)
4) Age of the applicant is 21 years or older
5) All C- (minimum age 18) and D- (minimum age 21) licences. Persons with C and
D have a double interest to have two driving licences
6) When a person applies for a licence after a period of disqualification ends, to
ensure a licence has not been obtained elsewhere
7) Random percentage

-

The amount of checks needs to be adjusted to the fact how well RESPER will work. If it is not
working efficiently, the amount of checks needs to be reduced.
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5. Summary of recommendations and remarks
All the recommendations and remarks that are presented in the subchapters of chapter 4, are
presented here as a summary.
Chapter 4.2.
1. All MS should have in their national legislation a requirement for the applicant to prove his/her
identity with a valid and official ID document showing the photograph in every step of the
driving licensing process (including the driving exam).
Chapter 4.3.
2. Different driver training requirements may create a ground for driving licence tourism (see the
example from Finland).
3. Harmonization of the training requirements should be a long term goal for the 4th Driving
Licence Directive. The driver examination requirements and the minimum requirements for the
driving examiners have already been harmonized (ref. the Driving Licence Directives).
4. CIECA should be informed about the issue. It would be the right organization to come up with
possible solutions.
Chapter 4.5.
5. Different costs would not be a problem threatening traffic safety through driving licence
tourism, if the minimum requirements for driver training were harmonized.
Chapter 4.6.
6. For the next driving licence directives the logic with the minimum age requirements should be
the same for all licence categories. The Directive should start on the upper boundary (like for
rd
category B in the 3 Driving Licence Directive) and let the MS decide on possible lower age
requirements.
Chapter 4.7.
7. As there are national codes for health issues in use, at driving licence exchange it would be
good to know all the national codes that MS are using for them. Therefore, the national codes
should be listed in a common website, e.g. EReg website.
8. In the long run a possibility to harmonize further the health requirements should be at least
discussed and analyzed. As the work of the Driving Licence Committee in ongoing and the
rd
rd
health requirements are in the 3 Annex of the 3 Driving Licence Directive, the Annex could
th
be updated earlier than waiting for the future 4 Driving Licence Directive.
Chapter 4.8.
9. It is suggested that the procedures to establish meeting the health requirements should be
harmonized in the future. However, the suggestion is not unanimous.
Chapter 4.9.
10. It is recommended that at driving licence exchange each MS checks more regularly the driving
licence sanctions in other MS. This will be easier when RESPER is implemented.
11. The national codes used for driving licences should be in RESPER. The national codes used
for driving licences should be in RESPER. A list of the meanings of the national codes should
also be listed on a website, e.g. on EReg’s website.
12. As a long term goal, there should be mutual recognition of disqualification in all MS.
Chapter 4.11.
13. A short term recommendation is that all MS know each others’ national codes. The codes
should be listed on a common website, e.g. EReg website.
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14. The national codes should be listed also in the Driving Licences –booklet, which is published
by the European Commission. The booklet should also be updated more frequently, e.g. once
a year, and preferably put on-line. The latest publication is from year 2005.
15. A long term recommendation to the European Commission is that there should not be any
national codes at all. To avoid new national codes, if a MS needs a new code, it should ask for
it from the EC. If the EC issues a new code, then also other MS are able to use the same code
for identical restrictions. The national renewals of the codes would be taken care of naturally
when the driving licences are renewed.
Chapter 4.12.
16. It is a shared problem that MS accept different third country driving licences for exchange.
17. Eventually, in the European Union there should not be any exchange of third country driving
licences at all.
18. For the time being, it is recommended that all MS record the codes accordingly to the driving
licences they exchange:
a) at first exchange code 70 + country code
b) at next and at all the following exchanges: code 70 + original country code
c) at exchange with full test: no code 70 for the licence category is recorded
d) code 70 is removed when passing proper testing requirements
Chapter 4.13.
19. In RESPER there should be a message of existing penalty points and sanctions for each
driving licence.
20. In the long run, e.g. for the 4th Driving Licence Directive, there should be a community model
for penalty points.
Chapter 4.15.
21. It is recommended that at driving licence exchange there needs to be more checks performed
when RESPER is available (validity of the driving licence etc.).
22. In RESPER there should be a message when the exchange process has started in one MS.
23. It is also recommended to all MS that they send the exchanged driving licence as soon as
possible back to the issuing authority in another MS.
Chapter 4.16.
24. Checking permanent residence requires better contacts between MS. There should be a list of
authorities or persons to contact for checking the permanent residence. It is proposed that the
EReg secretariat would maintain the list on EReg’s website.
25. Permanent residence should be established the same way in every MS. There should be a
common procedure how to establish it. It is recommended that there shall be a small working
group within EReg on the issue. Answers to question number 10 are a good base for the work
of the working group.
26. At least the 4th Driving Licence Directive should authorize MS driving licence authorities to
inquire the permanent residence of a person from other authorities for purposes of issuing a
driving licence.
Chapter 4.17.
27. As there is no common definition for reasonable grounds, it is recommended that each MS
uses a certain list of possible cases to check on. MS may have their own opinions and the
ways to establish them for a list. This list of cases is a suggestion from the RESPER Best
Practise –report.
1) Change of residence or study abroad
2) Every exchange of foreign licences (also a third country)
3) For the first renewal (administrative renewal)
4) Age of the applicant is 21 years or older
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5) All C- (minimum age 18) and D- (minimum age 21) licences. Persons with C and
D have a double interest to have two driving licences
6) When a person applies for a licence after a period of disqualification ends, to
ensure a licence has not been obtained elsewhere
7) Random percentage
28. The amount of checks needs to be adjusted to the fact how well RESPER will work. If it is not
working efficiently, the amount of checks needs to be reduced.
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Appendix 1. Answers to the questionnaire
Answers received in June – September 2010
1. Which organization(s) is (are) responsible for exchanging driving licences in your
country?
COUNTRY

1

contact person

Belgium

Municipal administration

Bruno Jansen
bruno.jansen@mobilit.fgov.be

Estonia

Estonian Road Administration

Heikki Käo
heikki.kao@mnt.ee

Finland

Police

Kimmo Pylväs
kimmo.pylvas@poliisi.fi

Germany

Kraftfahrt-Bunesamt (KBA)

Carsten Schröder
carsten.schroeder@kba.de

Latvia

Road Traffic Safety Directorate

Juris Teteris
juris.teteris@csdd.gov.lv

Lithuania

State Enterprise REGITRA

Saulius Sciuplys
saulius.sciuplys@regitra.lt

Luxemburg

SNCT (Société Nationale de Contrôle
Technique) by delegation of the Ministry
of Sustainable Development and of
Infrastructures

Jean Lamesch
jlamesch@snct.lu

Netherlands

RDW (Dutch vehicle approval and
information authority)

Christien Jonker
cjonker@rdw.nl

Norway

The Norwegian Public Roads
Administration and the Norwegian
Directorate of Public Roads

Kirsti J. Bjønaas
kirsti.bjornaas@vegvesen.no

Portugal

Institute for Mobility and Transportation
(IMTT)

Manuela Leamaro
mleamaro@imtt.pt

Sweden

Swedish Transport Safety Agency

Birgit Sääv
birgit.saav@transportstyrelsen.s
e

Switzerland

Federal Roads Office (see also Q 2)

Daniel Binggeli
daniel.binggeli@astra.admin.ch

United
Kingdom

DVLA (Driver and Vehicle Licensing
Agency)

Alison Davies
alison.davies@dvla.gsi.gov.uk
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2. Is the exchange of driving licences centralized or de-centralized in your country?
Centralized, only one office
Centralized, but several regional offices; please explain
De-centralized to various organizations; please explain

COUNTRY

2

2 add.

Belgium

Centralized, but
several regional
offices

While legislation is made on a federal level, each
municipality is responsible for exchanging driving
licences of citizens who have been registered there.

Estonia

Centralized, but
several regional
offices

The Road Administration has 4 regional offices. Regional
offices have 17 Traffic Register’s bureaus which
exchange licences. The Road Administration coordinates
the process.

Finland

Centralized, but
several regional
offices
Centralized, but
several regional
offices

The competent authority on exchanging a driving licence
is the District Police station of the applicant’s place of
residence in Finland.
620 local driving licence authorities are responsible for
the procedure. The documents are forwarded to foreign
countries via KBA (Kraftfahrt-Bundesamt).

Latvia

Centralized, but
several regional
offices

10 regional offices.

Lithuania

Centralized, but
several regional
offices

One database (works online) for all 17 units.

Luxemburg

Centralized, but
several regional
offices

Documents for exchange can be remitted in three
different offices, but the treatment will be in one central
office.

Netherlands

Centralized,
only one office

-

Germany
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Norway

Centralized, but
several regional
offices

The Norwegian Public Roads Administration is split into 5
regions, with a total of 75 local inspectorates that issue
driving licences. The inspectorates do the exchange of
foreign driving licences, and the Directorate of Public
Roads handles the appeals against the inspectorates’
decisions.

Portugal

Centralized, but
several regional
offices

18 regional offices, each one corresponding to an
administrative region.

Sweden

Centralized,
only one office

-

Switzerland

De-centralized
to various
organizations

Due to the federative character of Switzerland our office
mainly is responsible for the legislation and supervision
vs. the authorities of the single states (Cantons),
whereas the road traffic offices of the Cantons issue,
exchange a.s.o. all kind of licences for the admission of
persons and vehicles to road traffic. E.g. each of the 23
Cantons has one or several offices according to its size.

United Kingdom

Centralized, but
several regional
offices

DVLA main office plus 39 local offices which offer a
limited service
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4. Please describe shortly the problems you have faced within driving licence exchange.
Please share also possible solutions to the problems.
COUNTRY

4

Belgium

Forged 3rd country driving licences (fake documents but also documents
obtained under false pretences).

Estonia

The biggest problem is that a number of 3rd countries don’t prepare driving
licences and International Driving Permits pursuant to the principles of the
1949 Geneva Convention on Road Traffic or the 1968 Vienna Convention on
Road Traffic. Our solution: from 1 July 2011 all licences issued in 3rd countries
listed in the Geneva Convention can be exchanged only after an applicant
passes theory and practical tests. See also Q 8.

Finland

The major problem is that there isn’t any liaison with other MS: We don’t have
any efficient procedure under which we could get information from other MS.

Germany

All MS should record the third country code on the driving licence and in the
central register for information exchange unlimited. There should be a
harmonization within the EU concerning the 3rd countries with a bilateral
agreement for driving licence exchange and information exchange. The goal
should be a common list of 3rd countries (see 5).
-

Latvia
Lithuania

Long waiting time for response to our inquiries (approx. 1 – 1.5 months). In
some cases we had to send the inquiries repeatedly. Solution: EU driving
licence network must be implemented as soon as possible.

Luxemburg

-

Netherlands

Applicants move to other MS to receive a driving licence from that MS, because
his licence was not exchangeable in the NL. According to our registration he
never left our country. Solution: Give the MS who has to exchange more
possibilities to refuse the exchange. The MS who issued the licences doesn’t
have any connection with this person any more, because he already left the
country. It is the new MS who has to cope with this driver. Citizens have had
driving licence from another MS, but this licence was withdrawn. This person
cannot exchange his licence according the Directive (it is nota valid licence)
and the person cannot do an exam because he is a holder of a licence. The MS
who issued a licence cannot give a new licence because the person is not living
in that MS.

Norway

We have had trouble communicating with Bulgaria, France, Poland, Spain and
the NL because of the language. We write to the driving licence authorities in
English, but they reply in their own language, which we do not have employees
that speak. This means that we have to spend time finding someone who can
translate it for us. Bulgarian authorities communicate with us through the
Norwegian embassy in Sofia, where the letters had to be translated. Other than
that, we have detected 60 false driving licences in 2009, and we also have a lot
of trouble verifying documents from 3rd countries which makes the applications
for exchange quite complicated. See also Q 8 about amendments in the
Norwegian Driving Licence Regulation.

Portugal

Sometimes we don’t receive answers with confirmation to our requests, from
the other competent services that issue the driving licences. Sometimes we
suspect that a driving licence is a fraud. When we receive a confirmation after
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the driving licence is exchanged, we revoke the Portuguese driving licence.
Sweden
Switzerland
United
Kingdom

Problems receiving answers from some countries. Solution: RESPER
operational. Then it would also be possible to check all exchange applications.
South African letter of entitlement being issued without showing the card
expiry date. EEC licences showing code 70 (non-exchangeable countries i.e.
USA, Nigeria, Ecuador, Brazil), when the applicant was made to sit a test in the
EES country before the licence was issued (Germany being the worst example
of this). The length of time it takes to obtain information from foreign licensing
authorities.
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5. Please list the 3rd countries you have a bilateral agreements with for driving licence
exchange. List also the licence categories.
LICENCE CATEGORIES NOT LISTED HERE!
COUNTRY

5

Belgium

Albania, Algeria, Andorra, Armenia, Australia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Benin,
Bosnia-Hercegovina, Botswana ,Brazil, Canada (Alberta, New Brunswick,
Ontario, Québec), Central Africa, China, Congo (Brazzaville, Kinshasa),
Croatia, Cuba, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Georgia, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Iran,
Israel, Ivory Coast, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kirghizistan, Kosovo, Lebanon,
Macedonia, Madagascar, Malawi, Malaysia, Mali, Mauritius, Moldavia,
Monaco, Montenegro, Morocco, Nepal, New Zealand, Niger, Philippines,
Russia, Rwanda, San Marino, Senegal, Serbia, Singapore, South Africa,
South Korea, Switzerland, Syria, Tadzhikistan, Taiwan, Thailand, Togo,
Tunisia, Turkey, Turkmenistan, UAE, Ukraine, USA, Uzbekistan, Vatican
City

Estonia
Finland
Germany

Andorra, Französisch-Polynesien, Guernsey, Insel Man, Israel, Japan,
Jersey, Kroatien, Monaco, Neukaledonien, Republik Korea, San Marino,
Schweitz, Singapur, Südafrika, Taiwan(?), USA (differences between
states in licence categories), Canada (differences between provinces in
licence categories)

Latvia
Lithuania

Switzerland

Luxemburg
Netherlands

Andorra, Canada (Quebec), Israel, Japan, Jersey, Man, Monaco,
Singapore, Taiwan, South Korea

Norway
Portugal
Sweden

Brazil, Macao, Marocco, Mosambik, Democratic Republic of São Tomé and
Príncipe, Switzerland
Japan and Switzerland

Switzerland
United Kingdom

Barbados, British Virgin Islands, Falkland Island, Gibraltar, Hong Kong,
Japan, New Zealand, Republic of Korea, Singapore, Switzerland,
Zimbabwe, Australia, Canada, South Africa
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6. When a person with a 3rd country driving licence exchanges the driving licence in a
MS and then moves to another MS where the driving licence is exchanged again, which
country code do you record on the driving licence (you = another MS)?
Original country code
MS country code
Other; please explain

COUNTRY

6

6 add.

Belgium

Original country code

-

Estonia

Original country code

-

Finland

MS country code

-

Germany

MS country code

-

Latvia

MS country code

-

Lithuania

Original country code

-

Luxemburg

MS country code

-

Netherlands

Original country code

-

Norway

MS country code

-

Portugal

Other

Sweden

MS country code

We don’t exchange a
driving licence if it was
issued by a third country.
-

Switzerland

Other
(= MS country code ?)

Last issuing country.

United Kingdom

MS country code

-
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7. When you exchange a driving licence issued in another MS, do you include possible
national codes of the original driving licence on the new driving licence?
Yes
No
Other; please explain

COUNTRY

7

7 add.

Belgium

No

-

Estonia

Yes

-

Finland

Yes

-

Germany

No

-

Latvia

No

-

Lithuania

Other

We do not use national codes.

Luxemburg

Yes

-

Netherlands

No

-

Norway

No

-

Portugal

No

-

Sweden

No

-

Switzerland

Yes

-

United Kingdom

No

-
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8. Do you use the possibility to deny driving licence exchange? If yes, please explain also
for which reasons.
Yes; please explain
No; please explain
Other; please explain

COUNTRY

8

8 add.

Belgium

No

If all conditions for exchange are met, the exchange will not be denied.

Estonia

Yes

According to out Traffic Law we exchange licences issued and prepared
pursuant to the principles of the 1949 Geneva Convention on Road
Traffic or the 1968 Vienna Convention on Road Traffic. Entries made on
the licence shall either be in Latin characters or be repeated in that
form; if the categories of vehicles on the licence have not the same
meaning as the categories in Convention, the licence must be
accompanied with an International Driving Permit; we don’t recognize
the validity of licences issued to drivers whose normal residence at the
time of such issue was not in the territory in which the licence was
issued; the licence must be valid; the licence must be “full” licence. If an
applicant /and/or his/her licence) doesn’t meet requirements above, we
deny exchange.

Finland

Yes

Germany

Yes

If the applicant doesn’t have a permanent residence in Finland, or
he/she for some reason exposes that he/she has a driving ban.
If driving licence is restricted or withdrawn in another MS or falsified.

Latvia

Yes

Lithuania

Yes

Luxemburg

Yes

Netherlands

Other

If legal issue causes doubts, exchange is performed after confirmation
from issuing state is received.
We do not exchange driving licences from 3rd countries issued to drivers
whose normal residence at the time of such issue was not in the
territory in which the driving licence was issued.
In cases of evidence that the driving licence has been withdrawn or is
invalidated.
At the moment we don’t deny the exchange. In 2013 by implementing
the 3rd Directive we will deny the exchange. This because we see that
more and more people go shopping in other MS to exchange the licence
we denied to exchange. It is also strange to refuse a person the
exchange of a licence because it is a third country, but when another MS
has exchanged it is no problem to exchange this document.
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Norway

Yes

Yes, we deny exchange of MS driving licences when the licence is not
valid in the issuing MS, for instance due to withdrawal. The regulation of
exchange of driving licences from 3rd countries in the Norwegian Driving
Licence Regulation has just been amended. The amendments are set
into force 1 October 2010. Today, we accept driving licences for
exchange from about 40 countries, but based on problems regarding the
false driving licences and other documents, trouble communicating wit
the issuing authorities in many of the 3rd countries, and reports of
accident statistics and surveys on traffic culture, we have reduced the
number of 3rd states that we accept for exchange into only 10 countries.
We also deny exchange in cases where it is not verified good enough
that the driving licence is valid.

Portugal

Yes

Sweden

No

For those 3rd countries driving licences that did not ratified the Geneva
or the Vienna Conventions and we have no bilateral agreement with
those countries, we deny the driving licences exchange with no
examinations. We exchange the driving licence, but the driver has to
perform a theoretical and a practical test with success.
-

Switzerland

Yes

United
Kingdom

Yes

Foreign driving licences that have been achieved by avoiding either or,
Swiss or the regulation of the issuing country about how to get the
driving licence or about the competence, may not use (exchange) such a
document.
If the MS licence received for exchange was originally issued in a
country not recognised for exchange purposes.
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9. How do you handle exchanged 3rd
country driving licences?
Return to the issuing authority; how
soon after the exchange?
Other; please explain

COUNTRY

9

9 add.

Belgium

Other

Estonia

Other

The original driving licence will be kept by the
exchanging authority. In the future it will be sent to the
issuing authority of the original licence.
We retain licences for 5 years, then destroy.

Finland

Other

This 3rd country driving licence is held by the police and
returned at his/her request when the person in question
is permanently going to move away from Finland.
His/Her Finnish driving licence should be respectively
surrendered to the police.

Germany

Other

Latvia

Other

Licences will be sent back immediately, when there is a
bilateral agreement with the 3rd country.
Exchanged licences are kept.

Lithuania

Other

Luxemburg

Return to the issuing
authority

Netherlands

Return to the issuing
authority

2 weeks.

Norway

Return to the issuing
authority / Other

Portugal

Return to the issuing
authority
Other

We have a special agreement with Japan, where we
return the driving licences to the Japanese Embassy in
Norway as soon as possible once the exchange is done.
Driving licences from other 3rd countries are controlled
by the Directorate of Public Roads, and are stored for 6
months before they are destroyed.
As soon as the process is conducted we send the driving
licence back to the issuing service.
Driving licence is returned to the holder.

Sweden
Switzerland

Return to the issuing
authority

United
Kingdom

Return to the issuing
authority

We destroy them after 5 years after the exchange
procedure.
By batch returns every three months.

TO all EC / EFTA countries and the ones on list 1 and 2
(the lists not included here). We don’t know how long it
takes the Cantons.
Within a week.
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10. How is normal residence established in your country?
COUNTRY

10

Belgium

Currently, “normal residence” is defined by Royal Decree as the place
where a person usually lives, that is for at least 185 days in each calendar
year, because of personal and occupational ties, or, in the case of a person
with no occupational tie, because of personal ties which show close links
between that person and the place where he is living.
However, the normal residence of a person whose occupational ties are in a
different place from his personal ties and who consequently lives in turn in
different places situated in two or more MS shall be regarded as being the
place of his personal ties, provided that such a person returns there
regularly. This last condition need not net where the person is living in a
MS in order to carry out a task of a definite duration. Attendance at a
university or school shall not imply transfer of normal residence.
What concerns driving licences a person must just be registered at the
Estonian Population Register.
As it is in the Directive.

Estonia
Finland
Germany

Latvia
Lithuania

Luxemburg

Netherlands

Norway

The person has to make an announcement in the local population register
at the place of residence. For exchanging a driving licence it is normally
sufficient to declare the intention to live in this place for 185 days in the
future.
By data provided by Population Register.
We use the Resident’s Register for checking if person lives 185 days each
calendar year. For citizens which have returned from abroad is enough to
have intention to live in country and they have to present a proof about
that (document about studying, work contract, and the similar).
Luxembourg has a official Register of the persons that are resident. A new
resident will have the obligation to inform the Commune of residence, who
will transmit the data to the Register.
You can get a first issue or new category when you are living or at least
185 days in the NL. A renewal or exchange can take place from the
moment you live in the NL.
§ 3-2 of the Norwegian Driving Licence Regulation:
- By normal residence is meant the place at which the person usually lives,
i.e. at least 185 days every calendar year, because of personal and
occupational ties or, if the case involves a person without occupational ties,
because of personal ties which show close links between that person and
the place where he is living.
- If a person has personal ties to another place than the place to which he
is occupationally tied and the person therefore resides alternately in
different places in two or more states, the normal residence of the person
in question shall nonetheless be deemed to be the place to which he has
personal ties. provided that he returns there regularly. It is not necessary
to meet this last condition if the person is staying in another state in order
to perform a task of a definite duration. Attendance at a university or
school shall not imply transfer of normal residence.
- Normal residence is usually reckoned from such time a as the person is
question receives, or should have received, a Norwegian personal identity
number from the National Population Register. For a person who applies for
asylum, normal residence is deemed to be established from the time the
person in question has been registered, or should have been registered, in
Norway by the Norwegian authorities.
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Portugal

Sweden
Switzerland
United
Kingdom

Normal residence means the place where a person usually lives, that it at
least 185 days in each calendar year, because of personal and occupational
ties, or in the case of a person with no occupational ties, because of
personal ties which show close links between that person and the place
where he is living.
Immigration date is checked. If there is no immigration the applicant is
required to fill in a form to certify normal residence.
Indicating an address to a residents’ registration office, proving that you
may reside in Switzerland.
EEA/EEC licences: normal residence is established by self declaration.
Non-EEA/EEC members: normal residency is established by immigration
status.
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11. Is there a procedure (in your country, including also other authorities, e.g. tax
authorities) to check if the person has a bona fide address?
Yes; please explain the procedure
No
Other; please explain

COUNTRY

11

11 add.

Belgium

Yes

Estonia

Other

Finland

Other

Germany

No

Every citizen, upon registration in a municipality, will be
visited by the local police who verifies the bona fide nature of
the address.
We don’t know about other authorities, but we can use only
Population Register and the addresses there are not “bona
fide” every time.
Basically we do check our own database (population
register), but we don’t maintain any liaison with other
authorities.
-

Latvia

Yes

Person’s is checked in Population Register.

Lithuania

No

-

Luxemburg

Other

Official register of the persons that are resident.

Netherlands

Yes

Norway

Yes

Portugal

Yes

Sweden

No

Registration is at the Municipality and they check if someone
is living on the address.
We check all addresses against the National Population
Register, which is what the tax authorities use. If they are
not registered there, they have a temporary registration
number due to taxes, and they have to prove that they for
instance are employed in Norway, e.g. by shoeing us a
contract, and are supposed to stay here more than 185 days.
If we have doubts about the residence, we ask the driver his
proof of residence, through the tax authorities.
-

Switzerland

Other

United
Kingdom

No

Basically not, if the road traffic office at a Canton wanted to
check some address, they would ask the resident’s
registration office.
-
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12. Do you act on requests from another MS to check the bona fide addresses?
Yes; please explain the procedure
No
Other; please explain

COUNTRY

12

12 add.

Belgium

Other

We only check for 3rd countries. For MS it will be checked
by the issuing authority after we sent them the original
licence we have exchanged.

Estonia

No

Finland

Other

Germany

Yes

Latvia

Yes

Lithuania

Other

Luxemburg

No

We did not get such requests. If we’ll receive them, we
can check in the Register.
-

Netherlands

No

-

Norway

Yes

Portugal

Yes

So far we have not received requests about this that we
know about, but the procedure would be to check with the
National Population Register.
-

Sweden

No

-

Switzerland

Other

We don’t know such cases.

United Kingdom

No

-

We normally don’t have any liaison with other MS n
relation to requests related to driving licences.
We will contact the local licence offices to check the
status.
We provide with data at out disposal.
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13. How many false cases (concerning normal residence or suspected false normal
residence) do you reveal per year [in 2009, actual figure (A) or an estimate (E)]?
14. How do you deal with a case when a person does not live in any country for 185
days? (2nd Directive Article 9/2; 3rd Directive, Article 12/2)
COUNTRY

13

14

Belgium

n/a

Concrete conditions for exchange render
checking the 185 days rule redundant.

Estonia

0 (A)

The person must just ne registered at the
Estonian Population Register and we’ll issue
a licence for him or her. We don’t count
days.

Finland

n/a

This is a problem. There have been several
cases where a person has not had a
permanent residence in any country. We
advise them to get a permanent official
residence in some country and then return
to this competent authority.

Germany

2174 (A) of false
residences in other EU MS.
10 (A) cases of probably
false residency in
Germany.
In both cases it is difficult
to prove the residency as
they are legally and
officially registered in two
countries.
5 (E)

When a person is registered in a local
German population register, this address is
accepted as “normal residence”. A
registration in two or more countries is
possible.

We have not had such cases as yet.

Luxemburg

Just a few, we have no
statistical data on this
issue.
No cases known.

Netherlands

500 (E)

Then we say the person has to choose in
which country he is living. In the NL you
must be registrated living here at a
municipality to renewal your licence or you
have to live a third country. Additional
information on page 24.

Norway

We reject the application for an exchange.

Portugal

This is handled by the
National Population
Register, the tax
authorities.
40

Sweden

0

Application is denied.

Latvia
Lithuania

No such a cases detected.

Has not been the case so far.

We allow to drive during 185 days.
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Switzerland

n/a

United Kingdom

617 (A)

Compare with the answer to Q 8. Yet
Switzerland isn’t applying the “185-dayrule” but defines residence according to the
definition in civil law.
We do not issue a driving licence to these
individuals.
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15. Do you communicate with other MS about this issue (ref. question 14)?
Yes; actual number of contacts or an estimate (year 2009)
No
Other; please explain

COUNTRY

15

15 add.

Belgium

No

Estonia

No

Finland

No

Germany

Yes

50 (E)

Latvia

No

-

Lithuania

Other

We have not had such cases as yet.

Luxemburg

No

-

Netherlands

No

-

Norway

No / Other

This is handled by the National Population Register.

Portugal

No

-

Sweden

No

-

Switzerland

No

-

United Kingdom

No

-
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16. How often (year 2009) did you refuse an application for driving licence exchange,
renewal or first issue because of the 185-day-rule? Please tell the actual figure (A) or an
estimate (E). If you don’t have any figures, please explain your procedure.
Number of cases
Description of the procedure
COUNTRY

16

16 add.

Belgium

n/a

Estonia

0 (A)

Finland

n/a

Germany

n/a

Our conditions for exchange make such a procedure
unnecessary.
The person must just be registered at the Estonian
Population Register.
Unfortunately we don’t have any specific statistics on this
issue due to different compilation of statistics in every
police station.
Unknown, because 620 local authorities are in charge.

Latvia

20 (E)

-

Lithuania

n/a

-

Luxemburg

n/a

Netherlands

n/a

Norway

n/a

Portugal

n/a

Sweden

a few

The driving licence system checks automatically versus the
here above explained persons Register. In case of
exchange of lost EU driving licences the 185 days rule is
not applied.
We only refuse the exchange of the 185 days rule for third
country licences. We regularly have question marks by the
exchanges if someone really lived in another MS, but this is
not the reason to deny an exchange.
As we are 75 inspectorates, it is impossible to give an
estimate.
We always refuse to exchange driving licence (except from
the EEE) if the residence in Portugal is not provided.
-

Switzerland

n/a

The road traffic offices at the Cantons are responsible for it.

United Kingdom

2000 (E)

We frequently reject for 185 day residency rule. There is a
standard reject option for this, which the clerk would use to
send back with all documents.
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17. Do you check the validity of the driving licence (presented for exchange) from the
original issuing country?
EU countries
3rd countries
Always
Always
Sometimes/randomly
Sometimes/randomly
Never
Never
Other, please explain
Other, please explain

COUNTRY

17/EU

17/EU add.

17/3rd

17/3rd add.

Belgium

Always

-

Always

-

Estonia

Other

We checked in all
cases until
30.06.2009. After the
date we do it
sometimes.

Other

We have made some
phone calls to Russia.

Finland

Never

Germany

Sometimes/
randomly

-

Sometimes/
randomly

Latvia

Other

Sometimes/
randomly

Lithuania

Sometimes/
randomly

Licences issued by
EUCARIS MS are
checked in this
system, other
licences are checked
if doubts arise.
-

Sometimes/
randomly

-

Luxemburg

Other

In cases of EUCARIS
countries all licences
are checked, if not,
random checks are
done.

Sometimes/
randomly,
+ other

In cases of licences
from very “exotic”
countries the
documents can be
checked via the
document authenticity

Never
If we have a bilateral
agreement. In other
cases they have to pass
the driving tests in
Germany anyway.
-
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Netherlands

Other

Norway

Always

Portugal

Sometimes/
randomly
Other

Sweden

Switzerland

Sometimes/
randomly

United
Kingdom

Always

When there are
doubts about the
validity and we
always check the
EUCARIS.
-

Other

-

Always

Checks are
performed only in
case of suspected
fraud or forgery.
-

Other

-

Always

Sometimes/
randomly
+ other

Other

checking section of the
national Police.
When there are doubts
about the validity.

If it is impossible to get
in touch with the
issuing authority in a
3rd country, we deny
the exchange.
Checks are performed
only in case of
suspected fraud or
forgery.
Only valid driving
licences having been
achieved by legal
means (not avoiding
the law of the issuing
country) may be
exchanged. We don’t
know how
conscientious this is
checked by the
Cantons.
-
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18. Which sanctions (that affect the driving licence, e.g. revocation, withdrawal, ban
time, new exam) do you apply for traffic offences? Please tell also an example pf the
lenght of the sanction, if possible.
COUNTRY

18

Belgium

1. Ban (with new exam) for 8 days up to 5 years or more than 5 years (or
even indefinitely) in case of recidivism within 3 years; in case of unfitness
the duration of the ban will depend on the probable duration of the
unfitness
a) driving without a (valid) licence,
b) false statements in order to obtain a licence,
c) violation of the minimum standards of physical and mental fitness,
d) hit-and-run
e) driving under the influence of alcohol and drugs
2. Confiscation for false statements in order to obtain a driving licence
3. Withdrawal for 15 days of longer in case of a judicial decision for
a) driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs,
b) refusal of a breath test
c) flight of police control
d) causing a traffic accident with severe or lethal consequences,
e) being the subject of a driving ban,
f) severe traffic offences.
4. Temporary ban for
a) driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs,
b) refusal of a breath test.

Estonia

1. Withdrawal of right to drive for up to 6 months for
a) driving onto intersection or regulated pedestrian crossing if traffic light
signals prohibit it, if it causes a traffic hazard,
b) failure to give way to a pedestrian on an unregulated pedestrian crossing
and overtaking a vehicle which has stopped in a neighbouring lane at an
unregulated pedestrian crossing, if it causes a traffic hazard,
c) ciolation of the traffic requirements, if proprietary damage or damage to
the health of a person through negligence is caused thereby,
d) driving under the influence of alcohol when blood alcohol concentration
is 0,20–0,49,
d) the exceeding of a speed limit by 21 to 40 kilometres per hour,
e) other violation of traffic requirements, if it causes a traffic hazard.
2. Withdrawal of right to drive for up to 12 months for
a) driving under the influence of alcohol when blood alcohol concentration
is 0,50–1,49,
b) the exceeding of a speed limit by more than 40 kilometres per hour,
c) violation of the requirements for overtaking; if it causes a traffic hazard,
d) violation by a driver of a vehicle involved in a traffic accident of the
requirements for notifying the police of a traffic accident, if notification is
mandatory;
3. Withdrawal of right to drive for up to 18 months for
a) the consumption of alcohol by a driver involved in a traffic accident
immediately after the traffic accident and before the circumstances of the
accident are ascertained at the site of the accident.
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4. Withdrawal of right to drive for up to 24 months for
a) the intentional ignoring of a mandatory stop signal for a vehicle by a
driver of a vehicle;
b) leaving the scene of a traffic accident or failure to provide assistance to
people who are in need of assistance due to a traffic accident
- If a persons right to drive has been withdrawn for longer than 6 months
but not for longer than 12 months, his or her right to drive shall be
restored if he or she passes the theory test;
- If a persons right to drive has been withdrawn for longer than 12 months
, his or her right to drive shall be restored if he or she passes the theory
test and the driving test.
Finland

1. Driving ban for
a) aggravated endangerment of road safety (min 3 months, max 5 years),
b) aggravated drunken driving (min 3 months, max 5 years),
c) drunken driving (min 1 month, max 5 years),
d) aggravated recklessness (min 1 month, max 6 months),
e) driving without a valid driving license (min 1 month, max 6 months),
f) repeated traffic offences, 3/year or 4/2 years (min 1 month, max 6
months).
2. Driving ban for the present,
a) if the health requirements are not filled,
b) medical certificate required by the police is not submitted,
c) driving exam orderd by the police is not completed.

Germany

1. Withdrawal for
a) endangering traffic (6 months – 5 years),
b) drunk driving (6 months – 5 years),
c) hit and run driving (6 months – 5 years).
2. Short period disqualification for
a) disobey red light (1 month),
b) speeding more than 31 km/h in town (1 month),
c) 0,5 per mil alcohol or more by driving (1 month).
3. Ban time (6 month – 5 years) for driving without a driving licence.
A new exam after withdrawal is not necessary. Only if the time between
withdrawal and renewal is too long (over 10/15 years), the local office may
order a new exam if they have doubts about the qualification of the person.

Latvia

1. Driving ban for speeding, 3–6 months.
2. Disqualifications for
a) heavy speeding (6–12 months),
b) for drunken driving (6 months – 4 years),
c) driving under influence of drugs (3 years),
d) reaching maximum penalty points (1 year).

Lithuania

1. Ban time for
a) speeding > 50 km/h (1 – 3 months),
b) speeding novice drivers > 30 km/h (3 – 6 months), > 40 km/h (6 – 12
months), > 50 km/h (12 – 18 months),
c) dangerous driving (12 – 24 months),
d) hit an run after an accident (36 – 60 months).
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2. Ban time and special courses for
a) drink driving 0.41 ‰ (12 – 18 months), 1.51 – 2.5 ‰ or more or
refusing to do the test (24 – 36 months),
b) drink driving and road accident (36 – 60 months),
c) mentioned offences repeatedly within 1 year period after disqualification
(36 – 48 months + vehicle confiscation).
3. Refusal for drink driving (12 months).
Special training (1 day) and new exams for the category of the vehicle
which has been driven at the time of the offence, when ban time is longer
than one year.
Luxemburg

1. Loss of 1 point for
a) not wearing seat belt,
b) omission to use a child restraint system,
c) omission to wear a helmet.
2. Loss of 2 points for
a) speeding not more than 15 km/h in town, 20 km/h on normal roads, 25
km/h on motorways,
b) driving with alcohol not more than 0.8 ‰,
c) driving with a vehicle with technical defects,
d) non-respect of priority,
e) overtaking although forbidden,
f) non-observation of instructions by the police.
3. Loss of 4 points for
a) driving without a valid license or vehicle documents,
b) hit and run,
c) overloading of vehicles more than 10 %,
d) speeding more than speed indicated at loss of 2 points,
e) alcohol up to 1.2 ‰,
f) accident with light bruises.
4. Loss of 6 points for accident with heavy body damage.
All these sanctions are held up to 36 months.
5. Withdrawal for
a) speeding of more than 50 % of the allowed sppeed or repeated
speeding,
b) drink and drive with more than 1.2 ‰,
c) accidents with fatal issue,
d) others.
These sanctions will be brought before the court, who decides about the
sanctions.

Netherlands

1. You can get a fine for small traffic offences.
2. Licence taken by the police. Within 10 days the justice department has
to decide if you get your licence back or they will keep it until a judge is
giving a ban time.
3. The police can inform the CBR when you used alcohol in traffic and the
CBR will decide you must do an aducation about alcohol (the offender has
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to pay)
4. The same as number 3, but for asocial behaviour.
5. After two alcohol offences within 5 years your licence will be withdrawn.
You have to do a new exam before you can get a new licence. (Will be
introduced in 2011.)
6. By using 1.3 ‰ alcohol in traffic you must do a program about alcohol
in traffic and can only drive the car with the regisrated alcolock on your
name for 2 years. You will be checked for every six weeks or three months.
(Will be introduced in 2011.)
7. When you are not medical fit to drive (often because of alcohol use),
your licence cab be withdrawn. After a year you can do a medical test and
maybe you will get a new licence or a licence for one, two, three or five
years.
8. Novice drivers will loose the licence when they have 3 extreme traffic
offences within 5 years.
Norway

1. Withdrawal for
a) speeding,
b) offences that could be dangerousto other traffic,
c) driving under influence of alcohol etc.
The length of the sanction varies depending on the circumstances in the
concrete situation.
2. New exam for violating traffic rules during the 2 year trial period of a
category B driving licence. The police may also use new exam as a
condition for returning the riving licence to a person who has had hislicence
withdrawn due to driving under the influence of alcohol.
3. Suspension for obtaining 8 penalty points commintting traffic offences.
4. Ban time for driving without a valid driving licence, normally for 6
months.

Portugal

1. Ban time for
a) dangerous manouvres (1 – 12 months),
b) speed limits until 30 km/h more than the maximum authorized speed
limit (1 – 12 months),
c) speed limit up to 30 km/h more than the maximum authorized speed
limit (2 – 24 months),
d) driving under the influence of alcohol or forbidden drugs (2 – 2 months).
2. New exam for
a) very dangerous manoeuvres like driving in the opposite side of the
highway,
b) driver who commit 5 dangerous manoeuvres during the period of 5
years.

Sweden

1. Ban time for
a) speeding 50-60 km/h when only 30 km/h is allowed or speeding 81-90
km/h when only 50 km/h is allowed (2 months),
b) speeding 91-100 km/h when only 50 km/h is allowed (3 months),
c) speeding 101-110 when only 50 km/h is allowed (4 months),
d) red light offence (2 months),
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e) wreckless driving (4 months),
f) unlicenced driving ( 6 months).
A new driving test is required after a ban pewriod exceeding one year.
Switzerland

1. Caution is issued when no previous withdrawal within the last 2 years
and no other sanctions concerning admission to traffic/drivers licence has
been imposed within the last 2 years;
for “light offences”: whenever small danger for the security of others and
light default, e.g. BAC level of 0.5 ‰ – 0.79 ‰ and no other offence at
the same time.
2. Minimum of 1 month withdrawal when pervious wihdrawal when
previous withdrawal within the last 2 years or when other sanctions
concerning admission to traffic/drivers licence has been imposed within the
last 2 years;
for “light offences: small danger for the security of others and light default,
e.g. BAC level of 0.5 ‰ – 0.79 ‰.
3. Minimum of
- 1 month withdrawal when no previous withdrawal or previous withdrawal
only because of “light offence” within the last 2 years,
- minimum of 4 months withdrawal when 1 previous withdrawal because of
“severe offence” or bacause of “middle-severe offence” within the lasr 2
years,
- minumum of 9 months withdrawal when 2 previous withdrawals bacause
of al least “middle-severe offences” within the last 2 years,
- minimum of 15 months withdrawal when 2 previous withdrawals because
of “severe offences” within the last 2 years,
- withdrawal for a undetermined period of time, but at least for 2 years
when previous 3 withdrawals because of a t least “middle-severe offences”
within the last 10 years;
- withdrawal for ever when previous withdrawal for an undetermined period
of time within the last 5 years,
for
- “middle-severe offences”, whenever creating or putting up with a danger
for the security of others, e.g. BAC level of 0.5 ‰ – 0.79 ‰ and a “light
offence” is committed at the same time,
- driving without licence for the respective category.
4. Minimum of
- 3 months withdrawal when no previous withdrawal within the last 2 years
or withdrawal only because of a “light offence” within the last 5 years,
- minimum of 6 months withdrawal when 1 previous withdrawal because of
“middle-severe offence” within the last 5 years,
- minimum of 12 months withdrawal when 1 previous withdrawal because
of “severe offence” or 2 previous withdrawals because of “middle-severe
offences” within the last 5 years,
- withdrawal for a undetermined period of time but at least for 2 years,
when 2 previous withdrawals because of “severe offences” or 3 previous
withdrawals because of at least “middle-severe offences” within the last 10
years,
- withdrawal for ever, when previous withdrawal for an undertermined
period of time within the last 5 years,
for
- “severe offences” whenever creating or putting up with a “severe offence”
against road traffic law abd creates a serious danger for the security of
others, e.g. BAC levek of 0.8 ‰,
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- when driving under the influence of drugs or medication or other seasons
of non-capacity of driving,
- when eluding a blood-test for drunken driving with intent,
- when escaping after having hurt or killed a person,
- driving despite having the driving licence withdrawn.
United Kingdom

1. Imprisonment for
a) causing death by reckless driving,
b) reckless driving,
c) driving or attempting to drive when unfit through drink/drugs,
d) failure to provide specimen for analysis or laboratory test,
e) being in charge of a motor vehicle while unfit through drink/drugs,
f) driving or attempting to drive with excess alcohol in breath, blood or
urine.
2. Disqualification for
a) causing death by reckless driving,
b) reckless driving,
c) driving or attempting to drive when unfit through drink/drugs,
d) failure to provide specimen for analysis or laboratory test,
e) being in charge of a motor vehicle while unfit through drink/drugs,
f) driving or attempting to drive with excess alcohol in breath, blood or
urine.
3. Re-test (new exam) for
a) 6 penalty points within the first two year of passing first test,
b) causing death by reckless driving,
c) dangerous driving.
4. Fine for
a) driving or attempting to drive when unfit through drink/drugs,
b) failure to provide specimen for analysis or laboratory test,
c) being in charge of a motor vehicle while unfit through drink/drugs,
d) careless and inconsiderate driving,
e) driving or attempting to drive with excess alcohol in breath, blood or
urine.
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19. Please describe your procedure when a person is caught driving under the influence
of alcohol (over 2.0 ‰). What kind of sanction will he have and what does he need to do
to obtain a driving licence?
COUNTRY

19

Belgium

Upon conclusion by the authorities, his licence will be withdrawn: a judicial
decision will ban him from driving for at least 1 month and up to 5 years or
indefinitely, with the possibility of a series of tests (theory, practical,
physical, psychological) to regain the right to drive.

Estonia

When blood alcohol concentration is over 1.5 ‰ a criminal procedure will be
launched. The maximum punishment can be up to 3 years imprisonment +
withdrawal of right to drive for up to 12 months after release.

Finland

These cases are handled in a court. Normally he will get a fine and a driving
ban from 3 months up to 5 years. He will obtain his driving licence after
driving ban is ceased. If there are signs of alcohol misuse, he could be
imposed to submit a medical certificate.

Germany

Driving with 1.1 ‰ alcohol or more is a criminal offence. The person will be
judged to imprisonment or penalty. The driving licence has to be withdrawn.
If it was over 1.6 ‰ or the second offence with alcohol, the person needs to
pass a medical – psychological examination for a renewal.

Latvia

4 years disqualification, 15 days imprisonment, fine 100 LVL. At the end of
disqualification person has to undergo medical testing and pass theoretical
and driving tests.

Lithuania

The driving licence is restricted until the judgement. Ban time 24 – 36
months. Fine 2000 – 3000 Lt (580 – 870 €). After disqualification period 1
day special training course, special courses drink drivers, exams for the
category of the vehicle which has been driven at the time of the offence.

Luxemburg

Court decision as explained here before and mandatory course.

Netherlands

The CBR will withdraw his licence. This means that for at least a year he
cannot get a licence. After this period the person can ask for a medical and
psychiatric investigation. Maybe he will get a licence for a short period of
time (in 2011 he maybe has to drive for at least two years with an alcohol
interlock). He will also get a sentence from a judge, probably a ban time and
a fine.

Norway

He will get a sentence of immediate prison, and will in addition get a fine of
one and a half gross monthly income. Adjustments depending on the
circumstances. Licence withdrawal for at least 2 years, and it it’s his second
offence in 5 years, his licence will be withdrawn forever. If the driving
licence is withdrawn forever, he can apply to the Department of Justice to
get it back after a minimum of 5 years, for a consideration.

Portugal

Over 1.2 ‰ is a crime punished with imprisonment until one year.
Withdrawn of the driving licence from 3 months to 3 years and sometimes
with the obligation to attend new driving examination.

Sweden

The DWI limit in Sweden is 0.02 % alcohol in the blood or 0.1 milligrams per
liter breath test sample. The penal sanction is either fines or prison. In
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nearly all cases a driving ban (withdrawal, suspension) will also be decided.
The minimum ban period is one year. If the BAC is below 0.05 % the driver
may get away with a registered warning decision. However, in practice this
is never the case when the BAC is above 0.03 %. Another way of getting
away from the driving ban is the volunteer participation in the alcolock
program for two years.
Switzerland
United Kingdom

The maximum legal limit for level of alcohol in the blood when driving s a)
35 microgrammes in 100 millilitres of breath, b) 80 milligrammes in 100
millilitres of blood or c) 107 milligrammes in 100 millilitres of urine. The
police have power to test a driver against these limits at the roadside, in the
police office or at a hospital. A person convicted of that offence or of failing
to assist the police in the test or of being unfit through drink is likely to be
banned from driving. This can include a life sentence from driving, but a
more usual length of disqualification is 1 year.
The offender may apply for a licence on the expiry of the ban. Misuse and
dependency on alcohol in life is a condition that is not conductive to driving.
The applicant will have to undertake medical tests, at their own expense, to
ensure that it is safe to re-issue a driving licence.
We do not have to solely rely on a disqualification to indicate an alcohol
problem. A person may not have been caught drink driving, but may still
have behaviours or blood results that will indicate an alcohol difficulty. If it is
apparent on medical enquiry that a person misuses or is dependent on
alcoholic substances, the licence will be revoked or an application refused.
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20. When a driving licence has been withdrawn in another MS, how do you handle the
case when the person in question is applying for a driving licence in your country?
COUNTRY

20

Belgium

If it’s a Belgian licence and if its holder is a Belgian resident, he can ask for a
duplicate. If the holder lives in Belgium but has a licence issued by another MS
(withdrawn), he can take the necessary tests to obtain a Belgian licence. If the
holder doesn’t live in Belgium, we don’t do anything.

Estonia

Considering that:
First, according to the Vienna Convention on Road Traffic (1968) the
Contracting Party or subdivision thereof withdrawing the right to use the
driving licence may withdraw and retain the licence until the period of the
withdrawal of use expires or until the holder leaves its territory, whichever is
the earlier.
Secondly, every person may have only one valid driving licence.
In practice the licences withdrawn in another MS are sent to us and we return
these to owners. If licences haven’t been sent to us, the owner must prove to
us that the licence has been retained by another MS and we issues a new
licence for him or her.

Finland

If it’s known that his driving licence has been withdrawn a negative decision is
to be made.

Germany

To get a German driving licence, the applicant has to provide a document from
the previous (issuing) country that the reasons for the withdrawal are no
longer existing. If it was a withdrawal because of drink driving over 1.6 ‰ the
local licence office will probably order a medical – psychological examination.

Latvia

If information on withdrawal is received, we do not issue driving licence.

Lithuania

We refuse to issue another one if a driving licence has been issued and
withdrawn in the same MS.

Luxemburg

Depending on individual situation, can imply course.

Netherlands

When a person is doing an exam he will get a first issue licence from the
municipality he is living. When he is applying for an exchange we have a
problem. According to thee 3rd Directive we are not allowed to exchange or
acknowledge the licence Depending the situation we sometimes ask the MS
how the person could get a new licence living in the MS who has withdrawn the
licence. This is a process who takes a lot of time and effort.

Norway

If we know about the withdrawal, we deny the application. As long as we check
all driving licences from MS, we will know about the withdrawal. We also report
them to the police if they have not been honest about the withdrawal.

Portugal

The driver has to present his driving licence when he applies for a Portuguese
driving licence.

Sweden

A first issue driving licence can be issued. In case of an application for an
exchange, it will be denied if a check is performed, which is not always the
case.
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Switzerland

A valid national driving licence has to be shown, when applying for a Swiss
driving licence. In case of withdrawal, this is not possible, therefore the person
can not apply for a Swiss driving licence.

United
Kingdom

If a licence has been withdrawn in another MS, we would not exchange the
licence, currently we would offer a provisional licence. Legislation is currently
being amended to stop this.
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21. How do you deal with sanctions imposed in another MS (e.g. longer ban time,
withdrawal)?
COUNTRY

21

Belgium

In most cases, we are not aware of sanctions imposed in another MS.
When we are aware, the licence will not be exchanged.

Estonia

It doesn’t have any influence for drivers in Estonia.

Finland

Basically we don’t get information from other MS.

Germany

Withdrawal of a German licence in another MS has to be registered in the
German Central Register of Traffic Offenders. The licence remains valid in
Germany in principle, but the foreign withdrawal will be taken into
consideration (e.g. drink driving with more than 1.6 ‰ a medicalpsychological examination will probably be ordered).

Latvia

No additional sanctions are applied.

Lithuania

It depends whether driving licence has been issued in the same MS or
not.
Depending on individual situation, but normally application as in the MS.

Luxemburg
Netherlands

A ban time in another MS is not acknowledged in our country. so the
person, when he is in the possession of the licence, can drive in the NL.
When the person who has a ban time or withdrawal in his MS is coming
to the NL, he can only exchange his licence after the ban time of the
issuing MS. According to a withdrawal it is not possible to exchange the
licence.

Norway

These cases are sent over to the police, which handles them.

Portugal

We include this information in our driver’s database.

Sweden

If known, which is seldom the case, we refuse to issues a driver training
permit (which is a condition for issuing a driving licence after an
approved driving test. A ban time of maximum three years will then be
decided.

Switzerland

Withdrawal in Switzerland, when in other country a driving ban has been
issued. When the offence is qualified as “middle-severe” or “severe”. If
the person has no previous offences against road traffic law, the
withdrawal in Switzerland cannot be longer than the driving ban in the
other country.

United Kingdom

We only accept valid licences for exchange so if a driver has received an
additional driving ban or if the licence has been withdrawn, it would not
be exchangeable.
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22. If, in your country, you put a suspension on a driving licence issued in another MS
and the licence holder has no permanent residence in your country, what do you do?
You keep the driving licence
You send the driving licence back to the issuing authorities
You give the driving licence back to the person when he leaves the country
You give the driving licence back to the person when the ban time is ended
Other; please explain

COUNTRY

22

22 add.

Belgium

You give the driving licence
back to the person when the
ban time is ended.
Other

-

Estonia
Finland

You give the driving licence
back to the person when he
leaves the country.

Germany

Other

Latvia

-

Lithuania

You send the driving licence
back to the issuing authorities.
You give the driving licence
back to the person when he
leaves the country. / Other.

Luxemburg

As far as I know, our Police doesn’t put a
suspension on foreign licences.
If we put a suspension for the time being (for
example when he doesn’t fill the health
requirements), we send his driving licence to
the issuing MS.
Withdrawal of a foreign licence (other MS)
licence in Germany has to be registered in
the Central Register of Traffic Offenders.
Information concerning this case will be send
to the issuing MS by paper document (in
future RESPER). The driving licence document
has to be given back to the holder after
inserting a mark (“D”, crossed out) to
indicate that the licence is not valid in
Germany. The person has to apply for
acknowledgement to drive again in Germany.
As we normally don’t have the right to retain
a non Luxemburgish licence, the licence
holder gets a sort of “virtual” Luxemburgish
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Netherlands

Other

Norway

Other

Portugal

Other

Sweden

You give the driving licence
back to the person when he
leaves the country.
You give the driving licence
back to the person when he
leaves the country. /
You give the driving licence
back to the person when the
ban time is ended.
You give the driving licence
back to the person when he
leaves the country. /
You give the driving licence
back to the person when the
ban time is ended.

Switzerland

United
Kingdom

licence, which will have the same “ban time”
as a normal licence. The information about
serious offences and also the loss of points
are communicated to the authorities of the
country of origin
We return the licence to the person before
the ban time is ended.
The police returns the driving licence to the
issuing authorities.
We don’t put a suspension on a driving
licence issued in another MS if the driver has
no permanent residence in Portugal.
-

-

-
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23. Do you inform the issuing MS (of the
driving licence) of a traffic offence
committed in your country?
Yes; please tell how
No
Other; please explain

COUNTRY

23

23 add.

Belgium

No

-

Estonia

Other

We don’t but maybe the Police does.

Finland

Other

Only if we send his driving licence back to the issuing MS.

Germany

Yes

see 22

Latvia

Yes

By letter.

Lithuania

Other

Luxemburg

Other

Yes, we do, if a driving licence was withdrawn and will be
sent back to the issuing authority.
Only as here before serious offences.

Netherlands

No

-

Norway

Yes

Portugal

No

This is not done by the Public Roads Administration, but by
the Norwegian police.
-

Sweden

Yes /
Other

Switzerland

Yes

United Kingdom

Yes

If a traffic offence is severe enough for suspension/
withdrawal, the issuing MS will receive information about the
decision not to recognize the driving licence in Sweden
during a fixed ban period.
There is no legal obligation for it, but the Nordic MS have an
informal agreement to exchange information about certain
offences.
Directly from the cantonal offices for road traffic to the other
country’s administration or through the federal roads office.
We have mutual recognition of disqualifications with Ireland.
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24. Are you as the receiving authority of an offence committed in another MS (ref.
questions 25 and 26), performing follow-up decisions (e.g. applying a sanction) on the
driving licence in question?
Yes
No
Other; please explain

COUNTRY

24

24 add.

Belgium

No

-

Estonia

No

-

Finland

No

-

Germany

Other

Latvia

-

Our 620 local driving licence offices will check the cases and
they can take follow-up decisions in their own competence.
-

Lithuania

No

-

Luxemburg

Other

Netherlands

Yes

Actually there is a very restricted legal basis for this, this
even more as there are huge differences about the sanctions
applied to offences in the MS. In the case of court decisions
or really serious offences bans can be issued via the
Luxemburgish Justice.
-

Norway

Other

We send it to the police, who handles these cases.

Portugal

No

-

Sweden

Yes

-

Switzerland

Yes

Not us, but the cantonal offices for road traffic.

United Kingdom

Other

We have mutual recognition of disqualifications with Ireland.
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25. Have you made driving licences invalid based on the information about sanctions
received from another MS?
Yes;
times (year 2009)
No
Other; please explain

COUNTRY

25

25 add.

Belgium

No

-

Estonia

No

-

Finland

No

-

Germany

Other

Latvia

No

n/a
(As 620 local offices are in charge.)
-

Lithuania

No

-

Luxemburg

Yes

5 times (year 2009)

Netherlands

Yes

20 times a year (estimate)

Norway

Yes

Portugal

Yes

n/a
(This is also done by the police.)
-

Sweden

Yes

-

Switzerland

Other

United Kingdom

Yes

n/a
(Up to the cantonal offices for road traffic.)
Less than 12 times (year 2009)
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26. When a person is exchanging a driving licence, how do you handle a case when he
has a provisional ban (waiting for a court decision) from another MS?
COUNTRY

25

25 add.

26

Belgium

No

-

If we are aware of the ban, the licence will not be
exchanged.

Estonia

No

-

If persons right to drive has been suspended in the MS
the driving licence has been issued by, we do not
exchange the licence.

Finland

No

-

If we are informed of this provisional ban we don’t
exchange a driving licence. The problem again is that we
don’t get this information.

Germany

Other

When the German local driving licence authority gets
knowledge of a provisional matter, the exchange procedure will be stopped and continued after clarification.

Latvia

No

n/a
(As 620 local
offices are in
charge.)
-

Lithuania

No

-

We do not exchange a driving licence if it was issued
and a person has the provisional ban was imposed in
the same MS.

Luxemburg

Yes

5 times (year
2009)

After consultation with the authorities of the issuing
country via the juridical authorities sanctions can be
applied up to the application of the ban pronounced by
the court of the country of origin. This will lead to the
refusal of the exchange, transcription.

Netherlands

Yes

When the licence is not taken in by the authorities and
the licence is valid at that moment, he can exchange it.

Norway

Yes

Portugal

Yes

20 times a
year
(estimate)
n/a
(Done also by
the police.)
-

Sweden

Yes

-

Application is denied.

Switzerland

Other

United
Kingdom

Yes

n/a
(Up to the
cantonal
offices.)
Less than 12
times (year
2009)

A valid national driving licence has to be shown, when
applying for a Swiss driving licence. In case of
withdrawal, this is not possible, therefore the person can
not apply for a Swiss driving licence.
We would exchange a valid driving licence if a person is
waiting a court decision and had not had their licence
suspended, but if they had been given a temporary ban,
we would not exchange the licence until the ban had
expired.

-

If we know about the provisional ban, we will not accept
the driving licence for exchange. The driving licence
must be valid in the issuing country.
We don’t exchange the driving licence in this situation.
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27. Please describe your national health requirements and medical procedures when a
person is applying for his first driving licence?
COUNTRY

27

Belgium

There are no different health requirements for those who apply for their first
licence.

Estonia

An applicant must undergo a health examination at the family doctor not earlier
than six months before the beginning of driving school. The family doctor can
involve, when needed, other specialist doctors.
Health requirements for applicants:
- a binocular visual acuity, with corrective lenses if necessary, of at least 0,5
when using eyes together;
- the horizontal visual field should be at least 120 degrees;
- when an applicant uses only one eye (e.g. in the case of diplopia) the
corrected visual acuity must be at least 0,6. The field of vision in this eye must
be normal and the person must have been adapted to monocular vision;
- twilight vision and adaption to glare must be normal;
- in the case of hearing impairment, the applicant must have a normal visual
field and a hearing aid must be used when indicated;
- in the case of limb disorder or movement resistance a driver allowed to drive
a vehicle after appropriate conversion or adoption of the vehicle.
Medical contraindications:
- diplopia,
- heart disease, involving serious arrhythmia, resting stenocardia or severe
complications after a heart attack,
- stage Three Hypertension,
- alcohol addiction,
- dependence of opioids, enhancers etc. or abusing the substances,
- severe vestibular dysfunction (including Meniere’i’s disease,
- insulin-dependent diabetes
- epileptic seizures or loss of consciousness present, except loss of
consciousness hasn’t been occurred within the past two years,
- severe mental illness, personality and behavioural disorders and mental
retardation,
- congenital mental disorder or mental disorder caused by disease or accident,
- other diseases which can lower the ability of driving.

Finland

He should submit a medical certificate which shows that he has sufficient sight
and that he don’t have such a vice, illness or handicap stated in the Directive.

Germany

Categories A and B: check of eyesight (can be performed by an optician).
Categories C and D: medical certificates concerning eyesight and state of
health.
All applicants have to make a self declaration concerning health restrictions.
The local driving licence authority has to assess and to decide whether an
additional examination is required or not. There is a list of health restrictions in
relation to all driving licence categories and an additional list with a higher level
of requirements concerning categories C and D.
The following examinations can be ordered: medical examination, medicalpsychological examination, examination of driving qualification.

Latvia

Medical certificate issued by family doctor or special commission of doctors has
to be presented before issue of driving licence.
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Lithuania

Examination of: visual acuity, visual field, twilight vision (darkness adaptation),
measurement of intraocular pressure (for people older that 40 years), colorsensing, hearing, vestibular function tests, blood group and RH factor
determination (the person’s request), ECG, psychological screening, reaction
and other tests (if the doctor’s recommendations).

Luxemburg

For the application a medical Certificate is requires on a 2 sides printed form
that must be completed by a doctor that has a licence to practice.

Netherlands

He has to fill in a health declaration, 10 questions about his health answered by
yes or no. the CBR will decide to registrate he is medical fit to drive a car and
for which category and time, or will inform the person that he has to go to a
specialist or that he won’t get a registration.

Norway

Our health requirements are equal to the health requirements in directives
2009/112/EC and 2009/113/EC. A first-time applicant for a driving licence in
class B has to fill out a personal statement of health, and will need a doctor’s
certificate if he or she does not meet the requirements. For a driving licence in
heavy classes, a certificate from a doctor that stating that the applicant meets
the health requirements is required.

Portugal

If the candidate intends to obtain A, A1, B, B1 categories, he has to pass a
medical check. For all the other categories the medical check is performed
according to the minimal medical requirements of the 2006/126/EEC Directive,
and also a psychological check.

Sweden

Group 1: Health declaration + eyesight certificate is compulsory. If there is
reason for it, a medical certificate from a specialist may be required.
Group 2: A medical certificate not older than two months is always required.

Switzerland

Applicants for not prof. categories: simple vision test and medical exam to
check whether the medical standards (group 1) have been satisfied. In case of
doubt about the ability to drive, the person will be send to a medical examiner.
Applicants und persons already having prof. categories: medical examiner, if
the minimum standards [(group 2 resp. 3 (if cat. D)] has been met, on 1st
admission and afterwards in periods.

United
Kingdom

A person applying for their first driving licence for a Group 1 licence e.g. car
must make a medical self-declaration on the request form. This will identify,
before licence issue, medical conditions that affect safe driving. If following
medical investigations, a person is found to be unfit to drive the application will
be refused i.e. the person cannot drive.
If a person already has a full licence they may apply on a request form for a
first Group 2 licence i.e. lorry or bus. As these vehicles could cause greater
damage and death in the event of a medically related incident when driving,
the request form must be sent in with a medical report completed by a doctor
to assess objectively fitness. The standards used to measure health for driving
a lorry or a bus is commensurately greater than for a car. Applicants can be
sent for specialist assessment and medical advisors will, when applicable, gain
sight of their medical file. Fully qualified medical advisors are employed to
asse4ss safety to drive.
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28. Do you shorten the validity of a driving licence because of medical reasons (e.g.
progressive disease)?
Yes; please explain
No
Other; please explain

COUNTRY

28

28 add.

Belgium

Yes

The doctor can limit the validity of the medical certificate.

Estonia

No

-

Finland

Other

If the person in question doesn’t fill the health requirements
needed for a certain driving category (e.g. C), his driving
licence could be downgraded to a B instead of a suspension
(given that he meets the health requirements needed for
category B. This downgrading could be permanent or fixed,
max. 2 years.

Germany

Other

There are only single cases with a reduced validity. Medical
restrictions are documented in the data field “conditions,
restrictions, additional information” by using the EU codes
and national codes. There is e.g. a national German code
104: “Driver has to carry with him a valid medical
certificate”.

Latvia

Yes

Doctors have an obligation to report if medical incompliance
is detected. In this case driving licence is made invalid and
it’s holder is informed about this fact.

Lithuania

No

-

Luxemburg

Other

In rare cases and after consultation with a “Commission
Medical” this can be decided by this Commission.

Netherlands

Yes

The CBR does a registration in our driving licence registration
for which period a person is assumed to be medical fit. He
will get a licence for this period and has to do a medical test
again for renewal of that licence. At the front of the licence is
mentioned the period of validity of the licence. This is
normally 10 years. At the back you can see the dates for
each category separately. For example category B is valid
until 10-09-2020 and category C is valid until 10-09-2015.
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After the 10-09-2015 the holder of the licence is not allowed
to drive a lorry, but can still use the licence for cat. B. He has
to renew his licence when he also wants to drive a lorry.
Norway

Yes

Depending on the disease or condition, the validity of the
licences are shortened. Normally for 1 or 2 years. We have a
co-operation with the Norwegian health authorities about
these cases, where they handle the medical evaluation and
the Directorate of public Roads issue the driving licence with
the validity that the health authorities recommend. These
cases are handled as exemptions from the health
requirements of the Driving Licence Regulation.

Portugal

Yes

The doctor, for medical reasons, may shorten the validity of
the driving licence.

Sweden

No

-

Switzerland

No

No limitation of validity, the Canton’s authorities may
shorten the periods of exam. on request.

United Kingdom

Yes

Driving licences, that normally last until age 70, may be
shortened to a 1, 2 or 3 year duration for progressive
medical conditions.
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29. How have you defined reasonable grounds (Article 7/5c in the 3rd Directive on
Driving Licences) in your country?
30. Are you going to change any of the procedures described above when implementing
the 3rd Directive on Driving Licences? If yes, please explain, stating also the number of
the original question.
COUNTRY

29

30

Belgium

This has not yet been defined.

This has not yet been defined.

Estonia

It’s not defined in Estonia and we
make inquiries only in the case
of replacement licences.

Finland

Unfortunately we haven’t defined
this yet.
There is no official definition in
Germany. A common definition
for all MS should be made in the
Directive.
There is no special definition, in
our opinion these check should
be done to persons holding
foreign passports who have
reached certain age (20 years
and older).
We do not have any official
definition of the “reasonable
grounds”.
The discussions on the 3rd
Directive are not yet completed.

Q 10. Starting from 1.7.2011 the 185 day
rule will apply
Q 20 and 21. Starting from 1.7.2011
withdrawal of the right to drive by the
court or police of European Union MS,
European Economic Area MS or Switzerland
(if we’ll become aware of it, of course) will
apply to the driver having Estonian licence
in Estonia too.
-

Germany

Latvia

Lithuania

Luxemburg

Netherlands

See the last page for separate
information.

Norway

Reasonable grounds has not
been defined in our national
legislation.
Court decisions, police
information, duplicate requests
for several times in a short
period of time.
No decisions have been taken
yet, but the introduction of the
RESPER system will require it.
Not defined.

Portugal

Sweden

Switzerland

No.

-

-

Already from the ongoing discussions it is
clear that changes concerning the
administrative validity of the document,
about categories and access to certain
categories will require changes.
One of the changes is that you cannot
exchange licence from MS any more within
the code 70 and a third country.
-

We intend to count the 185days period
from the driver’s entry in the EEE, stating
that there is no frontiers for the citizens
inside the EEE countries.

Switzerland is analyzing, whether resp. to
what extend, the 3rd EC guideline on
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United
Kingdom

We would check the applications
where we believe there is a
greater risk of the driver having a
licence from another MS e.g.
where they declare they have
lived abroad in the last few
years, or where they have
previously been disqualified.

driving licence shall be integrated into
Swiss law. As a non MS we are not obliged
to do so.
No.
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Any other comments?
COUNTRY
Belgium
Estonia
Finland
Germany
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxemburg

Question 3. It is not possible to insert number of contact per country in
the context of driving licence exchanges, as these contacts are only
recorded versus the individual file and no global record is held. As far as
countries are transmitting driving licence data via Eucaris, all application
from those countires are checked against Eucaris.

Netherlands

Question 4. Recently we also had the problem that a person with a Dutch
licence in Romania could not exchange the licence because it was not
valid anymore (validity time of ten years was recently passed). She also
couldn’t do an exam in Romania, because she already was a holder of a
licence. In the Netherlands we were not allowed to renew her licence
because she was living in Romania and not in the Netherlands.
Question 14. The problem we see is that in some MS it is not possible to
exchange your licence when you have no permit to stay or you have to
live in that country for at least 185 days (the person has the nationality
from a MS). When your licence is loosing his validity in this time the
person has a problem. The Netherlands is not allowed to give a new
Dutch licence, because the person is living in another MS and the MS
don’t exchange the licence. Sometimes we hear that the person has to
pass an exam because the licence has lost his validity. When a person is
telling us that he cannot exchange a valid Dutch licence in another MS we
say that we will look at it when he has a letter of refusal from the
authorities.

Norway

Question 3 A. Problems:
Bulgaria: Communication, language problems. Possibly due to the
organization? Information returned through a Norwegian police officer at
the embassy in Sofia, and not directly to us. (This is different today, but
was a problem during all of 2009.)
Finland: Language. Responses in their national language.
France: Language, and lack of response.
Netherlands: Language, responses in Dutch.
Poland: Language, responses in Polish.
Spain: Language, responses in Spanish.

Portugal

Question 3 A. Relating to EEE members, we always contact the Schengen
Information System. Also after effecting the exchange, old driving
licences shall be returned to the authorities of the MS where the driving
licence were issued.
Question 3 B. After effecting the exchange, old driving licences shall be
returned to the authorities where the driving licence were issued.
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Sweden
Switzerland

United Kingdom

In some cases we do some research about exchanging driving licences.
But usually the Cantons do it themselves. We have no knowledge about
facts and figures.
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Netherlands, answer to question 29.

Reasonable grounds (1)
#

Check

Reason

Usable

Numbers
for NL

1

Immigration after
the 16th birthday

Opportunity to
obtain DL in other
MS

Yes

1% of 1.5
million =
15.000

2

Reissuing after
withdrawal

Motif to obtain
second DL

Yes

2.000

3

Exchange foreign
DL

Procedures in other Yes
MS not always
clear

15.000

4

Applicant cannot
be checked in
persons
registration

Opportunity to
check if person
lived abroad

4.000

Yes

Gibraltar, May 19th, 2010

Reasonable grounds (2)
#

Check

Reason

Usable

5

Application categories
C or D

Professional interest in
case of future
sanctions

No

6

First application after
study abroad

Opportunity

No

7

Random check at first
application

8

Above the age of 21

Possible owner of a DL No

9

First renewal

Checking if anything
went wrong in the past

No

Gibraltar, May 19th, 2010

No

Number
s
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Appendix 2. Statistics on driving licence exchange in
Europe in 2009

France

Germany

Hungary

Ireland

Italy

73

2

10

1

8

9

191

3

1

1

4

81

1

10

1

9

5

12

17

18

4

9

16

722

24

72

12

48

9

72

534

290

552

24

799

131

56

65

621

402

533

124 2 156

19 082 2 123

236

681

14 4 277

105

43

36

550

512

953

54 1 383

Greece

Finland

4

Denmark

2

Czech Republic

7

Cyprus

Bulgaria

179

Austria

Belgium

Estonia

First row: The number of driving licences the country has exchanged (originally issued in the other country)
Second row: The number of contacts the exchanging country has taken with the original issuing country

TOTAL
Belgium

n/a
n/a

Estonia

Finland

1 536
n/a

Germany

Latvia

Lithuania

Luxemburg

17 880

2 800

100

1 000

50

0

20

484

1

1

1

1

9

2

1

3

16

51

7

180

1

0

1

0

2

0

0

2

14

17

1

303

14

0

11

21

8

9

485

197

1

19

13

5

485

13

56

54

11

38

447 1 145

94

127

68

374

1 718

13

n/a
Netherlands

7 149

64 1 333

Norway

3 037

17

34

46

2

26

276

34

90

56

383

17

37

13

64

3 037

17

34

46

2

26

276

34

90

56

383

17

37

13

64

3 474

2

58

68

4

9

3

4 1 459

313

3

21

79

345 2 359

374 1 037

314

257

202 1 573 2 055

357 2 596

0

0

Portugal

n/a
Sweden

6000 E
n/a

Switzerland

n/a
n/a

UK

39 922

170

8 840

0

0

130

260

130

0

520

390

0

130

22 2 446
390

390
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United Kingdom

Sweden

Spain

Slovenia

Slovakia

Romania

Portugal

Poland

Netherlands

Malta

Luxembourg

Lithuania

Latvia

4 April 2011

TOTAL
n/a

Belgium

n/a
8

4

8

1

1

1

6

11

23

179

5

7

5

2

2

1

12

16

25

191

6

8

55

27

6

24

82

224

57

1 536

4

1

2

5

Estonia

Finland

n/a
86

188

227

133

369

39

8 4 549 2 528
20

250 4 646

264 1 337

125

41 1 055

234

283

91

649

502

94 1 091

17 880

472

19 082

200 1 500

2 800

427

0

30

50

12

14

8

2

1

1

44

4

305

484

11

3

6

2

0

0

14

4

102

180

126

26

295

25

6

41

9

85

1 718

2

1

2

1

Germany

Latvia

Lithuania

Luxemburg

n/a
15

39

27

6

931

215

192

29

11

448

32

895

7 149

Netherlands

n/a
30

220

3

1

303

365

12

66

15

2

136

435

354

3 037

30

220

3

1

303

365

12

66

15

2

136

435

354

3 037

1

139

307

10

306

6

467

3 474

215

Norway

Portugal

n/a
6000 E

Sweden

n/a
n/a

Switzerland

n/a
1 014 3 046
650

650

24
0

102 2 010 1 954 1 411
130

520 2 470

414 1 235

0 1 300

260

40 1 172
0

520

393

39 922

0

8 840

UK
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Appendix 3. Penalty point system in Germany
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Appendix 4. Penalty points in France
Basic principles :
- the driving licence is credited with an initial quota of 6 points during the probational period (2
or 3 years according to drivers),
- after that trial period, the licence is credited with the full quota of 12 points
Deduction of points : most of road offenses cause decreasing this amount of points
- Automatically (administratively), for example as generated by speed offences
- Judicially, after going to Court
Examples :
- 1 point for less than 20 km/h higher than the speed limit
- 2 pts for using a gsm while driving, or exceeding by more than 20 kmh and less than 29 kmh
- 3 pts for failing to wear a safety belt, … or exceeding by 30 kmh to 39 kmh
- 4 pts for circulating in the wrong sense of circulation ! … or 40 to 49 kmh
- 6 pts for alcohol between 0,5 and 0,8 g/l … (or 0,4 g for drivers of public transportations) …
When it reaches zero points, the DL becomes invalid. The driver must take new exams.
Reconstitution : the driver may reconstitute all or part of his quota :
- either by committing no further breaches for a period of three years (recovery of the initial
quota) ;
- or by taking an awareness course which allows him to gain back up to 4 points. But the holder
of a DL may only take this course once every two years.
The purpose of the courses is to enable participants to update their road safety knowledge, so they can
be aware of the importance of driving rules, in order to modify their offending behaviour. Those
awareness courses are lead in 1000 state – approved centers. The courses last for 16 hours, spread over
2 days (in a row)
Results achieved :
In 2004 the Ministry said ‘The penalty point system introduced in 1992 in France, together with other
measures, has made a considerable contribution to improve road safety (…) Since 2002, this system
has gained a renewed credibility, with the development of road controls, in particular with automated
devices.’
Strengths
- Halved the number of road casualties between 1992 and 2002, and then since 2002.
- The administrative efficiency, as integrated with automatic traffic camera systems : it allowed
a high effectiveness of traffic speed control altogether at low cost.
Weaknesses
- Communication : people may get confused as the penalty points systems, as administrative
police sanctions, can be doubled by judicial sanctions.
- There may be a residual trade of DL points by drivers who ‘buy’ points from people who do
not need their DL.
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Appendix 5. Traffic offences and the driving ban system in
Finland
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Appendix 6. TØI and VTI Studies on traffic safety among
immigrants in Norway and Sweden
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